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Dispelling stereotypes in the fight against violence
Speaker raises 
consciousness on 
causes, cures o f  
domestic abuse
Maria T. Garda
Doily Staff Wiitei
One out of every five college 
relationships involve some type 
of abuse, a campus expert said 
Monday at a speech on domestic 
violence.
An audience of about 40 as­
sembled in Cal Poly’s Staff 
Dining Room for the presenta­
tion, which addressed the
myths and misconceptions of 
domestic violence.
The room was filled mostly 
with female faculty members.
The presentation, titled 
“Beyond the Tabloids: The 
Realities of Domestic Violence,” 
was given by Suzanne Fritz, an 
education and training 
specialist from Residential Life 
and Education at Cal Poly.
“The topic is very close to
many people,” Fritz said. “Cer­
tainly people have been living 
with it for many years.”
Several times during the 
presentation, Fritz asked for 
audience participation, especial­
ly to get an idea of stereotypes 
of the typical abused female.
Audience members shouted 
out responses such as: “The 
women have done something to 
deserve it”; “they come from low
educated, low-income families”; 
and “they have low self-esteem.” 
The discussion then moved 
to the stereotype of the typical 
abuser.
The audience listed male 
abuser stereotypes such as his­
tory of abuse, an overly-con- 
trolling macho attitude and 
“just big.”
See VIOLENCE, page 1 2
On the air
X
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With a time slot on San Luis Obispo's newest station, Cuesta freshmen Jason Scott and David Crotser will soon 
air a late-night talk show /  Daily photo by Juan Martinez
The talk o f  the town
By Amy Rasbodi
Doily Stoff Writer
Late night television in San 
Luis Obispo may never be the 
same.
Two Cuesta College stu­
dents will co-host their own 
talk show starting in February 
— something that’s never been 
done in San Luis Obispo before.
Jason Scott and David Crot­
ser, both Cuesta freshmen, will 
write, produce, direct and star 
in “Thursday Evening with 
Jason and Dave,” a talk show 
based on the format of Jay 
Leno and David Letterman, 
Scott said.
The hour-long show, will be 
aired on KSLO TV Channel 20, 
a new television station which
first aired November. Because 
the station is free and trans­
mits locally, viewers will not 
need cable to access it.
According to KSLO Opera­
tions Manager Harvey Caplan, 
the station is focused on local 
programming.
“We want to get people on 
the air; we want creativity,”
See TALK SHOW , page 5
By MiJiael Flccmcn
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LOS ANGELES — O.J.
Bronco w;is soen 
;> o ked ,it his houso about the 
t inio in ; ox-wift* and her friend 
A nurdered two miles a’Aay, 
lie  je:k:iso contended today in 
di'n ipt to undermine the 
.! c hi'ility of a key detective ;n
i'.d'ore the much-anticipated 
.oiy statements got under 
'• I' I ; a ,jacked courtroom, the 
ii ii‘ '.S'! teleased papers that said 
I 'ct. ctive Mark Fuhi-nian never 
revealed his interview with a 
wonnan who said she saw 
Simpson’s Bronco parked near 
his driveway between 10:15 p.m. 
and 10:20 p.m. on June 12, the 
night Nicole Brown Simpson and 
Ronald Goldman were killed. ’
Prosecutors contend Simpson
drove the Bronco to the murder 
scene and returned it to his 
house shortly before 11 p.m., and
The defense released papers 
thet sflid Detective Wnrk 
Fuhrnuin never revealed his 
inteiview  with ci vveman who 
said she sow Simpson's 
Bronco parked near his drive* 
way.
they have conducted tests on 
blood found in it.
The defense is attempting to 
show that Fuhrman, who tes­
tified he found a bloody glove on 
Simpson’s estate that matched 
one at the murder scene, is a
racist who may have planted the 
evidence at Simpson’s house.
The woman, Rosa Lopez, 
described as an employee at the 
hrn;e nex  ^ to Simpson’s, told 
Ful'.nv.an the morning after the 
killings tiiat she he.ird •oice 
and no iiv s  com ing from 
Simpson’s house from p.m. 'ti 
June 12 — atler Simpson 1 ft f  
the .aii port — and into the morn­
ing hours, the defense contended.
The court papers odor the 
defense’s strongest alibi for 
Simpson. Prosecutors have sug­
gested the murders were com­
mitted at about 10:15 p.m. at Ms. 
Simpson’s condominium.
In allegedly withholding this 
infoi iimtion, Fuhrman left him­
self open to accusations he may 
have planted the glove at 
Simpson’s house, the defense 
papers said.
See SIMPSON, page 10
C lin t o n  h o p e s  t o  g e t  
p r e s id e n c y  o n  t r a c k ,  
h in t s  a t  w a g e  h ik e
By Ron Fournier
Associoted Press
WASHINGTON — The White 
House signaled Monday that 
President Clinton will recom­
mend a minimum wage increase, 
most likely to $5 an hour, with 
the announcement coming as 
early as 'Tuesday’s State of the 
Union address.
Press secretary Mike McCur- 
ry told reporters that Clinton has 
“a very firm idea” how he will act 
on the issue. Without saying out­
right that Clinton will propose a 
hike, McCurry argued the ad­
ministration’s case for raising 
the rate, which is now $4.25 an
hour.
“It fits with a consistent 
theme that this president has ar­
ticulated — that working 
families ... need to get a break,” 
McCurry said.
Senators who met with Clin­
ton this morning emerged telling 
reporters that it seems likely 
Clinton would ask for an in­
crease to $5 per hour.
An administration official, 
speaking on condition  o f 
anonym ity, said C lin ton ’s 
economic team recommended 
over the weekend that Clinton 
propose an almost-immediate 
50-cent increase in the minimum 
See CLINTON, page 12
Academic Senate could put Poly calendar to faculty referendum
Doily Staff Report
D e t e c t i v e  f u d g e d  f a c t s ,  O . J .  d e f e n s e  c h a r g e s
The Academic Senate could 
revive a measure at tonight's 
meeting to bring the calendar 
controversy back for an all-facul- 
ty referendum.
Last November, the Academic 
Senate voted 29-18 against a 
recommendation that Cal Poly 
change to a semester system.
But some senators argued the 
vote was not representative of 
the general faculty, and a motion 
to conduct a campus-wide faculty 
referendum was tabled until this 
quarter.
“We didn’t really have a 
chance to debate it,” said 
Academic Senate Chair Jack 
Wilson.
The issue of a faculty referen­
dum will likely be revived by the 
Senate and could be voted on 
today, Wilson said.
According to Wilson, some 
senators voted against changing 
calendars on Nov. 29 but felt 
there ought to be a faculty 
referendum on the issue. Others 
voted against the wishes of their 
departments.
“My feeling is if the vote to 
bring (the motion) off table is a 
success, probably the motion 
would be successful,” Wilson 
said.
The Academic Senate meeting 
will be held today from 3 to 5 
p.m. in the University Union, 
Room 220.
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40 school days left in term.
TODAY'S WEATHER;
80 percent chance o f rain
Expected high/low: 55/ 47
Suicide intervention 
workshop
A suicide interven­
tion workshop will 
be offered today and 
tomorrow at the San 
Luis Obispo City/ 
County Library. The 
course —  which is 
available to anyone 
interested in gaining 
skills to help suicidal 
individuals —  will 
be taught by state 
certified trainers. 
Registration fees 
are $30 and some 
scholarships are 
available.
Call for reservations 
at HOTLINE; 
544-6016.
TODAY
Resume and Cover Letter 
Workshop • Career 
Services, Room 224, 11 
a.m-12 p.m.
Financial Aid Workshop • 
"Investing 101" seminar, 
San Luis Obispo City/ 
County Library, 995 Palm 
St., 7-9 p.m.
W EDNESDAY
Interview Skills Workshop •
Career Services, Room 
224, 9 a.m.-lO a.m. 
Researching Employers • 
Career Services, Rtx)m 
224, 4:30-5:30 p.m 
Native American Student 
Organization Meeting • 
.Multicultural Center, 5-6 
p.m, —  756-4641 
Native American Student 
Organization Panel Discus* 
sion • Trinity Residence 
Hall, 6 p.m. —  756-4641 
Poly Reps Informational 
Meeting* U.U. 204, 7 
p.m.
UPCOMING
Poly Reps Info. Meeting •
Jan. 26. U.U. 216,11  o.m.
Nobel Prize Winner Speoks 
at Poly • Jan. 26. Czeslaw 
.Milosz, an award-winning 
Polish poet, will read from 
his work and discuss 20th 
century politics, Chumash 
Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Prize-Winning Poet 
Discusses Politics * Czeslaw 
Milosz will speak on 
"Europe at the End o f th
20th Century", U.U. 220, 
Agenda hems c/o Gndy Webb, 
Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 
Fax; 756-6784
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College couneils are one of the few entities at Cal Poly where students can have a say in campus issues. But although councils are not well known, the students elected to them serve as important links between AS I and campus clubs.
By Erin Massey 
Daily Staff Writer
Cal Poly students who don't know where to 
find out about issues that affect them may  
never hove heard of their college councils.
They may not know their fellow students ore 
d iscuss in g  issues such os o p o s s ib le  
computer requirement or that the Californio  
S tate  U n iv e rs ity  system is c o n s id e r in g  
m aking students take rem ed ia l classes in 
junior colleges.
But although students m ay be unaw are  of 
these issues, they ore being tackled by the 
university's Student Council.
"G enerally  (students) hove no clue about 
what is going on in the Student Council, the 
different activities around the school or w hat 
is going on in their (major) departm ents," 
said Brad H o w ard , the Business C ouncil 
choir.
W h ile  the S tu d en t C o u n c il is e n t ire ly  
different from ASI, both ASI and the Student 
C ouncil w ork together to keep  students  
informed.
"The Student Council is on ap p en d ag e  of 
ASI and is funded through th em ,"  sa id  
C o lle g e  o f A rc h ite c tu re  C h o ir  E d w a rd  
M ojica, on architecture junior. "ASI uses the 
Council to get inform ation through to the 
students."
Each of Col Poly's six colleges also hos 
councils and these councils come together to 
form the Student Council, M o jica  explained.
See A G EN D A  /  Page 3
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Focus group will provide forum 
for discussing cultural issues
If Jennifer Oltmann „\  ^ fiivPrsA m turpeByDoily Staff Wiilei
The Multicultural Center is 
forming an impromptu focus 
group to bring students 
together to discuss multicul­
tural issues.
“Coffee Talk” is the center’s 
latest effort to get concerns 
about cultural traditions and 
conflicts out in the open.
Beginning Jan. 30, students 
can gather each Monday and 
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 
noon at the center on the 
second floor of the University 
Union.
“The purpose of the forum is 
to create cultural awareness 
and cultural appreciation be­
tween the different cultures 
and within the different cul­
tures on campus,” said Everar- 
do Martinez-Inzunza, Multicul­
tural Center director.
“Student volunteers will 
choose a topic they want to 
sponsor,” Martinez-Inzunza 
said. “They will either facilitate 
the talk or get an authority on 
the subject to present (the 
topic).”
According to Martinez-In­
zunza, some of the issues likely 
to be discussed will be the 
status of Proposition 187, the 
recent earthquake in Japan, 
immigration laws and affirm­
ative action.
“The Board of Regents for 
the UC system is proposing to 
eliminate all affirmative ac­
tion,” he said, giving an ex­
ample of a topic. “This would 
directly affect students of
di erse cult res.”
If the eSU campuses were 
to follow in this path, Mar­
tinez-Inzunza said, it would 
cause a great deal of concern at 
Cal Poly.
Martinez-Inzunza also said 
the group will talk about ar­
chitecture and “the influences 
of design on cultures,” he said.
The newly-remodeled 
downtown area of Santa Bar­
bara is an example of cultural­
ly-influenced design.
“Its architecture is that of 
Spanish tradition and early 
Californian,” he said. “The type 
of business and socializing it 
attracts is different than more 
modern structures, like in 
Thousand Oaks, for example.”
Elizabeth Page, the volun­
teer coordinator for the Multi­
cultural Center, will be holding 
a meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 
25 at 9 a.m., to organize volun­
teers.
“I’ll be getting people to help 
out with the sessions, and find­
ing facilitators,” said Page, who 
is fulfilling her graduate inter­
nship requirement by working 
at the Multicultural Center.
“Anyone can speak,” Page 
said. She said Coffee Talk is 
being organized to promote 
open dialogue and conversation 
between people of all cultures.
“We would think that a func­
tional dialogue group would be 
about 10 to 15 people,” Mar­
tinez-Inzunza said.
For more information about 
Coffee Talk, contact the Multi­
cultural Center at 756-1405.
Transcripts in USAir crash  show routine flight until final seconds
By Alyssa Gabbay
Associated Press
PITTSBURGH — The captain 
screamed and the co-pilot said, 
“God ... no!" as a USAir jet spun 
out of control and dove about a 
mile nose first to the ground, 
killing all 132 people aboard.
A transcript of the cockpit 
voice recorder from Flight 427 
was released Monday hours 
before the National 'Transporta­
tion Safety Board was to convene 
a hearing into the Sept. 8 crash 
near Pittsburgh International 
Airport.
In early December, the 
Federal Aviation Administration 
released parts of the crew’s com­
munications with the airport 
control tower. Officials withheld 
parts of that tape out of compas­
sion for the crews’ survivors. 
Some survivors had criticized the 
decision, saying they had wanted 
the option of knowing every­
thing, even it it was painful.
The transcript released Mon­
day, which covers cockpit conver-
sations rather than communica­
tions with the tower, shows the 
flight was routine until the final 
seconds.
Capt. Peter Germano sipped a 
cranberry-orange juice-and Diet 
Sprite drink 10 minutes before 
the crash and gives the cabin a 
standard weather report for Pit­
tsburgh less than three minutes 
before the plane goes down.
Then, 25 seconds before the 
crash, the pilots desperate ex­
clamations are heard as the 
wings begin to shake and cockpit 
alarms sound.
Germano says “Sheez” after 
the sound of three electrical 
clicks just before 7:03 p.m. The 
Boeing 737-300 rolls to the left 
and dives.
Germano breaths heavily and 
says “Whoa” as a thump and 
some clicking is heard. Another 
click is heard and Germano says, 
“Hang on.”
The co-pilot. First Officer 
Charles B. Emmett, grunts and 
Germano says “Hang on.” The 
autopilot is disconnected as the
plane rolls sharply to the left. 
Germano says “Hang on.” Em­
mett says “Oh (expletive).”
Germano says, “What the hell 
is this?” Two warnings go off and 
a recorded male voice then says 
“'Traffic traffic” as the plane 
moves within 1,000 feet in al­
titude of a smaller jet taking off 
from the Pittsburgh airport.
That plane, a Blue Ridge Air­
ways jet, is not believed to have 
contributed to the crash.
A split second later, Germano 
says “Oh God, Oh God.” Emmett 
says an expletive. Germano yells, 
“Pull!” and Emmett, who is flying 
the plane, says two expletives.
In the final two seconds, Em­
mett says “God ... no” and the 
captain screams.
At Monday’s hearing, about 
30 witnesses will testify about is­
sues ranging from turbulence’s 
effect on the Boeing 737-300 to 
whether pilots had been properly 
trained to recover from trouble in 
the air.Pro-lifers protest 22nd anniversary of Roe v. Wade
By Kim I. MiDs
Associated Piess
WASHINGTON — 'Thousands 
of people waving signs, white 
crosses and red roses gathered in 
the shadow of the White House 
Monday to protest the 22nd an­
niversary of the Supreme Court 
decision allowing abortion.
“What we see here is the 
denial over and over again of the 
humanity of the ‘prebom’ child,” 
said Nellie Gray, president of 
March For Life, the group that 
organized the rally.
“The babies need us and the
mothers need us,” she said later 
when asked if she had considered 
calling off Monday’s events be­
cause of violence at clinics. “Now 
you know, I wasn’t going to can­
cel this,” she said to cheers.
Several anti-abortion mem­
bers of Congress spoke at the 
rally, with Rep. Bob Barr, R-Ga., 
proclaiming that the new Con­
gress is “the most pro-life in 
modern memory,”
Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., 
delivered an anti-abortion ver­
sion of the Gettysburg Address. 
“Now we are engaged in a great 
and epic war — the war on abor­
tion,” he said.
Activists on both sides of the 
issue planned rallies, prayer 
vigils and demonstrations Mon­
day to mark the 22nd anniver­
sary of the Supreme Court’s Roe 
vs. Wade ruling that legalized 
abortion. The actual anniversary 
was Sunday.
“And the Cock Crowed” was 
the theme of the rally and march 
kicking off from the Ellipse, be­
hind the White House. The 
reference is to Jesus’ warning 
that before the cock crowed, St. 
Peter would deny knowing him 
three times.
AGENDA: College councils serve separate function from ASI but keep students informed about activities
From page 2
The college council’s are com­
prised of elected representatives 
from affiliated clubs and from 
departments within the college. 
Each college also has a Board of 
Directors that is elected through 
individual college elections.
This board — which has four 
members — is elected by stu­
dents in the colleges at the end of 
May.
The board contains a chair, 
vice chair, secretary and 
treasurer. Each college’s board, 
along with faculty advisers, at­
tend the Student Council meet­
ings every 'Tuesday night.
“The Board of Directors act as 
a key link to the Council,” said 
'Tiffany Smith, an agribusiness 
senior and Agriculture Council 
chair.
She added that the councils 
are important in getting the 
word out to college clubs and ul­
timately to students. 'The flow of 
information is crucial to the con­
tact with the students, she 
added.
The board members, their 
representatives and students 
meet weekly to present ideas and 
voice opinions.
The college council’s also 
serve as home base for Cal Poly’s 
clubs. Each club is affiliated with 
a certain college and the number 
of club representatives attending 
the meetings range from 15 to 
50, according to Engineering 
Chair Marissa Bantolino, a com­
puter engineering senior.
The meetings are run by the 
Executive Committee, which 
contains students elected by col­
lege representatives, according 
to Engineering Chair Mojica.
“Most people think that only 
those who are really involved can 
come and give their opinions, but 
anyone can attend the meetings 
and voice their opinion,” said 
Bantolino.
Smith explained how mem­
bers of the council serve on ASI 
committees.
“ASI is made up of various 
committees,” Smith said. “The 
Council has representatives from 
each college who sit on those 
committees and then report back 
to the students.”
Liberal Arts Council Chair 
Michael Hoier, a history senior, 
echoed Smith’s words.
“'The council is a linkage for 
ASI to the voice of the students
and the ASI representative takes 
back the information to the ASI 
council,” Hoier said.
But the Student Council ser­
ves more than just Cal Poly stu­
dents. According to Howard, the 
council also acts as “an inter­
mediary between the students 
and (San Luis Obispo) and keeps 
the students in the realm of the 
community."
"We need to get the lower 
division students to train for 
leadership roles to have a 
good Student Council and keep 
the ball rolling."
Edward Mojica
College of Architecture Choir
Hoier and the liberal arts 
clubs are actively involved in a 
community program in which 
members volunteer in a county­
wide track meet for the Special 
Olympics.
'The council also is involved in 
fund-raisers, advertising and 
planning events for the clubs.
“The Engineering Council
sponsors an annual banquet for 
graduating seniors to network 
with the industries (they will be 
entering),” Bantolino said.
Each school has different ac­
tivities to unite the students 
with their colleges and to invite 
them to get more involved. Na­
tional Engineering Week and 
Liberal Arts Week are two in­
stances in which students are in­
formed of the happenings in 
their colleges.
“The biggest event is probably 
Open House," Hoier said, refer­
ring to the event which used to 
be known as Poly Royal. The col­
lege councils lend support for 
clubs as they set up booths and 
have barbecues.
“(The councils) handle adver­
tisement and help with the fund­
ing for club events and also 
provides man power for special 
projects,” Mojica said.
"rhe Council’s own funding 
comes primarily from ASI but 
the individual schools try to get 
additional money through fund­
raising, like selling sweatshirts, 
according to Bantolino.
Additional money comes in 
the form of endowments from 
companies in the community.
These companies put money in 
accounts, with interest going 
directly to the colleges.
“The money goes back to the 
students through free barbecues 
and events,” Bantolino said.
A majority of colleges do not 
have current endowments and 
rely solely on ASI money and oc­
casional fundraisers.
More money is predicted for 
the future as council representa­
tives like Hoier hope to establish 
permanent endowments.
Members of the Student 
Council also hope to achieve a 
higher profile and unite students 
with their colleges.
However, Smith believes they 
already are reaching students 
through their clubs.
“The separate college councils 
are doing a pretty good job as a 
liaison between students and the 
departments. Smith said.
As for the council members, 
Mojica describes a new mentor 
program that will improve the 
council’s overall performance.
“We need to get the lower 
division students to train for 
leadership roles to have a good 
Student Council and keep the 
ball rolling.”
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C O M M E N T A R Y
E D I T O R I A L
C;ü Polv needs Internet classes
Today, more than ever, students have access to a 
world of information on the Internet. Unfortunately, 
many students don’t know how to access it.
Cal Poly needs to find a way to make its students 
InteiTiet-literate. Many University of California 
schools already have classes dedicated to training stu­
dents how to use the Internet; we don’t. Each quarter 
Cal Poly neglects this training, students here are fall­
ing behind those who know how to use the new tech­
nology.
Academic Computing Services offers workshops to 
faculty, but not to students. E-mail is taught in some 
computer classes and the library offers a class on com­
puter research. However, there is no class at Cal Poly 
that IS dedicated exclusively to the Internet.
ACS Director Robert Clover said faculty should 
teach students how to use the Internet (“Faculty clogs 
training lane on info highway,” Jan. 19). But this 
method would not be very efficient. Would instructors 
take their whole class into the computer lab? Or would 
they meet with each student in their department in­
dividually? Neither option seems likely.
Cal Poly needs to make Internet training a priority 
in order to keep up with UC schools and to provide 
students with the skills they will need in the job 
market upon graduation.
eSUs should drop remedial classes
Forget about making the grade — when it comes to 
college level math and English, a lot of students can’t 
even make the class.
The California State University trustees are 
scheduled to vote this week on whether CSUs will con­
tinue to offer remedial courses. Currently, almost 50 
percent of the entering freshmen who walk onto CSU 
campuses get inducted with a round of catch-up clas-
ses.
This trend is disturbing, and the fact that it costs 
$10 million a year is even more so. With California’s 
leadership constantly siphoning higher education 
funding into growth hormones for the prison system, 
the CSUs can’t afford this kind of expenditure.
The point is this; There is a certain level of aptitude 
expected of students entering a four-year university. 
Remedial classes are below that level, and should be 
the domain of community colleges.
When CSUs admit students who haven’t satisfied 
the enti7  level requirements, they should refer them 
to nearby community colleges for the lower-level cour­
ses, not spend additional money to get them caught 
up.
There are a crowd of students queued outside the 
gates of the CSU system, and all indications say that 
crowd will only continue to grow.
Let’s say, just for a moment, that the CSU system 
is one big scuba-diving course. Would it admit people 
who were afraid of water? Or send them to the YMCA 
for swimming lessons?
It’s a harsh thing to say, perhaps, but the CSU sys­
tem needs to cut everything it can. And with money 
this tight, we urge the trustees this week to make the 
only logical choice: Transfer the instruction of 
remedial courses to the community colleges that are 
built to accommodate them.
Ü
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Twenty-five years —  could they be aliens?By Joy Nieman
Growing up attending Catholic schools as I did for 12 
years, divorce was not something I knew much about.
My parents were married. All my friends’ parents were 
married. All my relatives were married.
I sometimes joke with my friends in college that my 
family is too normal.
It wasn’t until I came to Cal Poly that I realized my 
parents’ marriage seemed to be the exception. And I write 
this because today my parents celebrate their 25th wed­
ding anniversary.
There’s a story behind this.
Since 25 years is supposed to mark some sort of mile­
stone, my sister and I wanted to plan a surprise party for 
them.
But my dad had a surprise of his own. He wanted to 
take the family to Las Vegas for a jfiint Christmas-an- 
niversary celebration. But spending Christmas in “The 
City of Sin” as my sister so eloquently put it wasn’t quite 
what my mom wanted to do for the holidays.
My sister and I decided to go with plan B. But before 
we could even begin planning, my dad’s Aunt Bea got in­
volved. It was simple. All we needed to do was hire a 
caterer and invite 50 or 60 people over to the house and 
fly in all the relatives from around the country.
The main problem with this is my parents don’t even 
know 50 or 60 people. They have their few close friends 
and, it seems, that’s the way they like it.
Just when I felt like a plan was coming together, 1 
received a call from my dad’s sister Marlene in Michigan. 
She told me she had booked a flight to San Jose and had 
made reservations in a hotel. She said I needed to pick 
her up at the hotel and she would come to the restaurant 
with my dad’s Aunt Honey and surprise my parents by 
singing the anniversary song.
The anniversary song? Someone wrote a song about 
anniversaries?
I had to take all this in and try to explain to Aunt 
Marlene that wasn’t quite what we had planned — all 
while my father was sitting right next to me.
Needless to say, this “surprise” for my parents didn’t 
stay secret for long.
“This is our anniversary,” my mom told me. “We’d like 
to have a say in this, too."
So my sister and I told them our mixed-up plans, and
Honesty is not such a lonely word* #
re; "Honesty is the Best Policy," Jon. 18
I was sorry to hear about Ted Doucette’s loss of two 
pairs of sunglasses, but pleased to hear about his efforts 
to maintain his own honesty despite these misfortunes.
I would encourage him to continue these efforts, be­
cause the battle is well worth winning. No, Ed McMahon 
will not someday show up on his doorstep to award a 
fabulous prize for correcting the waitress in a restaurant 
when the bill was too low. The prize that will be received 
is peace of mind.
There may be some tangible benefits in the sense that 
a person who works at being honest probably won’t have 
to worry about being dragged into court for mail fraud or 
tax evasion. But the major benefit is the knowledge that 
you are making the effort to “be all that you can be.”
Honesty, and other virtues, are not as lonely as you 
might imagine. In my years at Cal Poly it has been my 
privilege to have known and encountered many people 
whose actions reflect a strong set of values. These include 
students, staff, faculty and administrators. These people 
have made Cal Poly a great place to work and a great 
university with which to be identified.
Bob Dignan
Fiscal Services
my parents decided to do what they really wanted to do.
Nothing.
So today, on my parents’ 25th anniversary, they’ll 
probably come from work as they always do, maybe have 
a pizza for dinner and go to bed around 8:30 p.m.
When I look at the failed relationships in my own life, 
I sometimes wonder what has kept my parents together. 
So recently, I asked them why they clecided to get mar­
ried.
They met in 1969, the day Neil Armstrong walked on 
the moon. My dad was 29, my mom 23. They were mar­
ried six months later.
My dad told me he married my mom because she was 
easy to talk to. My mom, ironically, said she was too 
young to get married and didn’t know what she was get­
ting into. Part of what she said, I believe, was for my own 
benefit.
I’m sure they didn’t always want to be mairied. I’m 
sure they both have questioned where they would have 
been if they hadn’t met each other. I’m sure they fought, 
too, although I only remember them fighting once in front 
of my sister and I. This leads me to conclude that:
a) my parents never fought
b) my parents are aliens
c) my parents were very good about shielding my sister 
and I from their arguments
The truth is, I don’t know why or how my parents have 
managed to stay together. All I know is now that my 
sister and I have left home, they often go out to dinner 
with friends, catch a concert or a play, or go to the 
movies.
I can’t imagine spending 25 years with one person. I 
haven’t even been alive for 25 years. But they seem 
happy.
What’s most important to me is that since I’ve been 
away at college. I’ve slowly learned to get to know my 
parents as individuals. And I’ve realized they are not just 
parents, but friends as well.
So today. I’d like to wish my parents a happy 25th an­
niversary. I love you both.
Joy Nicman is Managing Editor o f Mustang Daily and 
doesn’t plan on getting married until she’s 30.
Article missed the info on-ramp
re: Focvlfy dogs training lane on info highway," Jon. 19
I read with interest the article, “Faculty clogs training 
lane on info highway.”
Readers may not be aware that the library offers 
workshops for students on many Internet-accessible 
resources, such as LEXIS-NEXIS and the Dow Jones 
News Retrieval Service. In addition, the library teaches 
Library 303 (Library Computer Searching), a 1-credit 
class offered every spring quarter. This class emphasizes 
the Internet and has been taught for the past three years. 
The full course description is listed in the Cal Poly 
Catalog.
The library applauds the notion of integrating the In­
ternet within the Cal Poly curriculum. Our reference 
librarians provide course-integrated library instruction. A 
new electronic reserve room has recently been made 
available through the library’s MUSTANG server. A sub­
ject guide to Internet-accessible databases is also avail­
able through the MUSTANG server.
Further information can be obtained from the library's 
reference department (x5767), or by sending mail to 
reference.
Ilene Rodunon 
Associate Dean of Libcory Services
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lALK SHOW: High school pairing led ‘Jason and Dave’ to develop talk show concept
From page 1
Caplan said. Scott and Crotser 
have the creativity to make the 
show go over quite well, he said.
“(Scott and Crotser) are col­
lege students targeting the col­
lege crowd,” he said, “Nothing 
like that has been done around 
here before.”
“Thursday Evening with 
Jason and Dave” will feature in­
terviews with local celebrities 
such as San Luis Obispo Mayor 
Allen Settle, possible performan­
ces by such bands as Bottle and 
Amy Mack and the Trim and the 
usual opening dialogue. There 
will also be a live audience for 
each show, Scott said.
The teaming of Scott and 
Crotser began back in high 
school, Scott said. He and Crot­
ser became friends and decided 
to develop their own public ad­
dress (PA) system bulletin on 
Thursday mornings for San Luis 
Obispo High School. This was a 
dream of Scott’s since his fresh­
man year, he said.
“When I saw (Crotser), I 
thought he was funny and would 
be the perfect sidekick kind of 
person to do the show with,” 
Scott said.
The five-minute broadcast of 
“Thursday Morning with Jason 
and Dave” developed quite a fol­
lowing among students and 
faculty, he said. That is, until 
Scott did an on-the-air, directly- 
quoted Nixon impersonation 
after Nixon’s death.
Although the broadcast was 
not canceled, the school’s ad­
ministration was upset, Crotser 
said.
“(Scott and I) learned quickly 
that we can’t please everyone,” 
he said. Both students said they 
will keep the new show “low-
key.”
Their success in high school 
led to the publication of “The 
Thursday Bulletin with Jason 
and Dave” after their graduation. 
The bi-monthly paper carried 
reviews of movies and new busi­
nesses, such as Starbuck’s and 
Nectar of the Bean, Scott said. 
The paper also frequently fea­
tured articles on Volkswagen 
vans, since “Dave has a continu­
ing love-affair with Volkswagen 
vans,” Scott said.
“The Thursday Bulletin” was 
distributed at various locations 
throughout downtown San Luis 
Obispo for about three months, 
and had a distribution nearing 
300, he said.
Although the paper is on 
hiatus due to the show, they said 
they plan to continue it eventual­
ly-
The dream of hosting a show 
really belongs to Scott, Crotser 
said, and he is the one whose 
heart is in it.
“I’m just along for the ride,” 
he said.
According to Scott, he and 
Crotser had always joked around 
about the idea of starting a show 
“as we made our way to Denny’s 
or something,” he said.
It was Scott who first spotted 
the article about the new station 
that was looking for program­
ming in a local paper.
Scott immediately sped over 
to 7-Eleven, where Crotser 
works, and said, “(Crotser) look 
at this!” Crotser recalled. “(Scott) 
was glowing.”
“I remember that day well,” 
Scott replied, “(I said) ‘Don’t tell 
anyone.’ Now we can tell 
everybody because we’ve already 
signed a contract.”
“For better or for worse, I
guess,” Crotser said in response.
T hey sa id  the a r t ic le  
presented a good opportunity 
and contacted Caplan and sta­
tion co-owner Bob Williams with 
their idea.
Caplan and Williams saw 
“The Thursday Bulletin” and 
said they thought that Scott and 
Crotser’s humor would transfer 
well to television.
According to Caplan, the show 
is a novel idea and has gained 
advertising support from busi­
nesses such as Cowboy Cookies 
and Boo Boo Records.
But, said Scott, the show still 
needs more support.
“We’re really looking for ad­
vertisers and people interested 
in helping out,” he said, “airtime 
(on our show) is extremely cheap. 
We’re almost giving it away.”
Crotser said that businesses 
are not taking the two seriously, 
and both said they attribute it to 
their age.
“(Scott) had a lot of positive 
responses when he spoke to 
(businesses) over the phone, and 
when we showed up to discuss 
details, they blew us off," Crotser 
said.
The show had been scheduled 
to air Feb, 1, but due to setbacks 
in locating a set, it will likely air 
sometime during February.
According to Scott, they had 
originally planned to tape the 
show in the Madonna Inn 
ballroom, using the stage as the 
set and bringing in chairs for the 
audience.
“We were ready to go and then 
it fell apart at the last minute,” 
he said.
Now, he said, the San Luis 
Obispo Little Theatre has shown 
interest and he and Crotser are 
pursuing that option.
Scott and Crotser said they 
are targeting an audience of 
Cuesta, Cal Poly and high school 
students.
“Or anyone who will watch,” 
Scott said.
“We’re those hopefully hip, 
hopefully funny, young adult 
idiots with their own show,” he 
said.
The show will air countywide 
on Thursdays at 9:30 p.m., 
Saturday’s at 10 a.m. and Tues­
day’s at 9 p.m. on Channel 20.
Scott and Crotser are con­
tracted for two shows, then they 
and the station owners will 
decide whether or not to carry 
“Thursday Evening with Jason 
and Dave” on a regular basis.
For Scott, the show will be a 
stepping stone towards eventual­
ly becoming a producer or direc­
tor. He is also considering film 
school.
Crotser said he sees himself 
helping out Scott as much as pos­
sible, but for him, the show is 
more of a hobby.
He said he hopes to eventual­
ly go into aeronautical engineer- 
ing.-
Scott and Crotser admit that 
they have no idea what the show 
is going to be like, but they both 
feel very lucky.
Scott reflected on how what 
started out as a joke has become 
a reality in such a short amount 
of time.
“In the span of six months 
we’ve moved from entertaining 
1,500 people every week, to three 
hundred people every two weeks, 
(and) to a quarter of a million 
people three times a week during 
prime-time television viewing 
hours,” he said.
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In 1986, Nahed worked 
part-time while completing her 
Electronic Engineering degree. 
Today, Pacesetter's 31-year old 
Director of Design Assurance has 
many achievements to her 
credit. Her children, for one. Her 
technical contributions, for an­
other.
“/ could have worked as 
an EE anywhere/ says Nahed. 
"Healthcare is the most reward­
ing. We strive for the best tech­
nology, the latest in 1C design 
and we help people live better 
lives. "
If technical excellence 
and personal dedication are 
part of your profile, we encour­
age you to find out more about 
the openings available on the 
Pacesetter team.
P a c e s e t t e r  D a y
Tuesday, January 24
I n  t h e  t e n t  o n I n f o r m a t i o n  S e s s io nDexter Lawn Staff Dining Room A&C
1 0 :0 0  a m  -  3 :0 0  p m 6 :0 0  p m  -  8 :0 0  p m
• View and explore some of the projects We are seeking individuals from the following
and activities that drive one of the world's majors for co -o p  and career opportunities:
largest manufacturers of pacemakers.
• Visit informally with Pacesetter representa-
CPE, CSC, EL, EE, IE, MFG, ME and MATE
tives to learn-what co-op and career op­
portunities are available.
Join us for pizza.
• Bring your personal resume. Interviews will be held on Wednesday, 1/25/95.
INTERVIEW  PREFEREN CE G RA N TED  TO A TTEN D A N CE REQUIRED TO INTERVIEW
THOSE A TTEN D IN G
When it comes to product quality, reliability and innovation. Pacesetter is writing the book. The Professionals who join us wil 
play a key role in future chapters. As a worldwide leader in cardiac rhythm management technology, we offer competitive 
compensation and benefits. AA/EOE.
Ä P a c e s e t t e i :
A  S t .  J u d e  M e d i c a l  C o m p a n y
Paragon'^ III, Pacesetter's newest dual­
chamber pacemaker, weighs less than an 
ounce and is approximately 1/4" thick. 
The internal circuitry is controlled by an 
8-bit microprocessor and operates at 
2.8V. It is powered by a lithium-iodide 
battery.
Pacesetter Day is sjX)nsored by Pacesetter and the College of Engineering. For more information call (805) 756-2853.
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FREE
CHICKEN SANDWICH
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Breast Sandwich ■
and a Large D rink o r shake;
get the 2nd one Free
Present Student I.D. & 
Receive a 10% Discount
Bikes excluded
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Canadian-style Bacon &  
Mushrooms
Fortunately for you. 
Woodstock’s is right around the corner.
»_ — Mustang Daily Coupons. —
VC X / ___
LARGE 16” CQ99 
2-topplng Pizza 4>^-iax
(O t í í r  giv’id M onday< only.)
^ ^ 1
[*>v..íCw;í3S 
Í »  I  A
F l y i n ’ F R E E  D e l iv e r y  S u n -T h u r;  
G o o d  T i m e  D in e - in  1 1 a m * 1 2 a m
Q u i c k  P ic k - u p  n a m - S a m  I
1000 H ig iie ra  541-4420
2 Medium 12" i f f  a 99
1-topping Pizzas $ 1 0(Oiler good Tuesdays only.) Max
LARGE 16» 
3-topping Pizza
tooo Hieuera 5414420
Not good with other offers; one coupon per pizza; exp. 2/31/95
LARGE 16»’ or 
Medium 12” Pizza 
one or more toppings
lOOOHiguera 541-4420
Not good with other offers; one coupon per pizza; exp. 2/31/95
I
I
[Mustang Daily Coupons
ODORLESS DRY CLEANING
STATE-OF-THE-ART ALL NEW 
HIGH TECH DRY CLEANING
• Envlronmentolly Safe
• Plonr On Premises
• Produces Cleoner. 
Drighrer Gormenrs
• Defter Quality Cleaning
• Lower Cost
S terling 
C leaners
SttRUNC
ClFANEI«
775 FoolKill 
and
1 2 1 1  Mooh Si
F R E E
DKY CLEANING
FREE 1 FREE . FREE
W H S  10 00 I WITH S 15 .00  ' WITH S20.00
MINIMUM ORDER I MINIMUM ORDER I MINIMUM ORDER
Coupon must be preionted or time of droo off • 1 cooooo per order • txdudei leotber Items l> foundry 
Not volld with crbet offers EXPIRES 2/16 /V5
• 1 Doy Service
• In by 10 - Our by 5 
^  ■ ■ ■  • Family Owned 6 Operated
IGH TECH-HIGH Q UALIl 
DRAPERY SERVICE 
N O W  AVAILABLE
[Mustang Daily Coupons[ ------------------------1
09 1211 Marsh St. Scolori's /  Poyless Center 
5 4 2 -0 6 6 4
7 7 5  Foothill 
Lucky's Plazo  
5 4 9 -9 6 2 9
F R E E
Lint Roller
with any 
S 20 .0 0  
purchase
S terling 
C leaners
775 Foothill 
and
211 AAarsh St.^ ^
20% Off
Drapes, blankets, 
bedspreads, quilts, 
comforfers, 
sleeping bags.
Ldudei leoibet *em 6  fandy
( S6.CX) Volue) Coupon muv be pretenied of time of drop off
EXPIRES 2/16/95
■ \<:
L.^>l
-1 1 1 / 1 - ' . . 4 - -
 ^' Vt r I
\ F
“Ik •[>'-tY'ì 
r /.- ’ -- A
L
^  • I". '. .
; .V
>-l.
w:., ' 8/^Monterey St, 
543 - 5246
■ o-
I'»- .t-L-* I .'i *1
iM U STAN G DAILY COUPONS t  ~
BUY ONEGET ONE V OFF
2  I ’
Buy any regularly priced item, ^  
get the second for 50%  OFF. 5
"  "  I m u s t a n g  d a il y  c o u p o n s r  "  Z rADDITIONAL 50% OFF
ANY SINGLE CLEARANCE ITEM
1 -  -
(CLEARANCE ITEM S  
ALREADY 2 5 -7 5 7 o  O EF)
WILD ORCHID SALON
h a i r  &  n a i l s  f o r  m e n ,  w o m e n  a n d  c h i l d r e n
” Excellence” in client individuality and professional care
Precision Cuts Foil Highlights Specialty Perms Make-up & Up-do's Custom Colors
FiberglassAcrylicAccu-massageManicure-pedicure
VISA 546-0742
4 6 4  M a r s h  • S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o
I CHOW CHUMS-SONG-SUOS
I I
i
D O W N T O W N
E n j o y  A w a r d - ^ X ^ n n i n g  
S a n d w i c h e s  A n d  ' W o r l d  
F a m o u s  S a l a d s  O n  
S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o ’ s  M o s t  
B e a u t i f n l  O u t d o o r  P a t i o  
O r  I n  O u r  D i n i n g  R o o m .  
W e  F e a t u r e  a  L a r g e  S e l e c t i o n  
O f  D o m e s t i c  a n d  I m p o r t e d  
B e e r  S c. H o m e m a d e  
' W i n e  C o o l e r s .
Live M usic Friday, Saturday, Sunday A t N oon
7 8 1  H i g u e r a  S t . ,  S u i t e  G  
5 4 3  -  5 5 5 5
vyi-'' i'-'.v.
V-W/ti ,V
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
D anger S igna ls  o f  P inched  Nerves.
Sil'llJ
'Ä - ' i l i
. . ' ? i
l é  ‘..lilállllMlllilli..'541-back:
2 2 4 1  B road  St. • San Luis O b isp o
1. Neck Pain or Stiffness
2. Low Back or Hip Pain
3. Frequent Headaches
4. Numbness in Hands or Feet
5. Nervousness
6. Arm and Shoulder Pain
7. Dizziness or Loss of Sleep
WHY FREE? Thousands of area residents have spine related 
problems which usually respond to chiropractic care. This is 
our way of encouraging you to find out if you have a problem 
that could be helped by chiropractic care. It is also our way of 
acquainting you with our staff and fascilities. Examination 
includes a minimum of 10 standard tests for evaluating the 
spine. White we are accepting new patients, no one need feel 
any obligations.
S. \ \ N k T*
\ \ N \
The bagel basem ent
w hat's not to ¡ike?
S \
18 varieties of fresh bagels for only 50<t each, No Oils or Preservatives 
-A full delicatessan with lox, brie, and vegetarian alternatives
• Homemade cream cheese spreads
- A delicious assortment of fat free muffins, croissants, and cookies
• Baker's dozen (one free bagel~your choice-everytime you buy twelve)
► Platters and spreads made to order for any parties, meetings, 
school functions, etc.
► Located across from the saloon-open seven days a week- 
call in orders welcome, just dial 544-5785
The baoe\ basement • UT? Hiouera St. • S.L.O.
■ —  ^ ^   ^ I I  ^ \  ^ N s'"Vi _i I , ■ i> I I ^  I t > /  > 1 , 1  f  /  /  f  ^  ^  -. -
"1 MUSTANG DAILY CXKJPONS f * * * * *
FREE
H a i r c u t  w i t h  a n y  f u l l  h i g h l i g h t  o r
p e r m
not good with any other offer, exp. 3-1-95 
"  "  "  "  "  1  MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS f  "  "  "  "  "
$5 off any nail 
service $15 dollars 
and over
not good with any other offer, exp. 3-1-95 
"  ^MUSTANG DAILY CXH iPON sf
$ 5 .5 0
WHOLE SANDWICH 
13= BAG OF CHIPS 
d^ 2 0 o z . d r i n k
lim it one coupon p e r custom er
CISCOES DOWNTOWN ■  543-5555
w i t h  c o u p o n  e x p i r e s  2 / 1 5 / 9 5  
"  "  T MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS [* *  *  *
$ 4 .2 5
MINI CHEF SALAD 
, iis=20 oz. DRINK
lim if o n e  coupon per customer
CISCO'S DOWNTOWN ■  543-5555
w i t h  c o u p o n e x p i r e s  2 / 1 5 / 9 5
T T m USTANG d a il y  c o u p o n s r "  * * ' " * * " " '
F R E E  S P I N A L  E X A M I N A T I O N *
Warning Signals of Pinched Nerves:
1. Headache 4. Difficult Breathing
2. Neck Pain 5. Lower Back Pain, Hip Pain
3. Shoulder Pain 6. Pain Down Legs
‘FREE Examination includes case history, consultation with the doctor, a free 
posture evaluation and 10 orthopedic/neurological tests, X-rays, 
treatment, and clinical laboratory tests are not included, but it indicated, are 
normally covered by most insurance policies. 2/7/95
' * " * * " "  n  MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS
F R E E  S P I N A L  E X A M I N A T I O N *
Warning Signals of Pinched Nerves:
1. Headache 4. Difficult Breathing
2. Neck Pain 5. Lower Back Pain, Hip Pain
3. Shoulder Pain 6. Pain Down Legs
‘FREE Examination includes case history, consultation with the doctor, a free 
posture evaluation and 10 orthopedic/neurological tests. X-rays, 
treatment, and clinical laboratory tests are not included, but if indicated, are 
normally covered by most insurance policies. 2/7/95
T "  "  "  " I MUSTANG DAILY C O U P O N sf
Bagel of your choice 
with plain cream cheese
. 9 9 i
a /
671 H i|ffr i St. SL0*<  ^ across fro m  the saloon exp. 2/28/95  
■ "  “  "  T MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS |~
i « / e / 2  B a g e l s
with any deli sandwich
$ 3 . 7 5
671 H if lir i St. SLO*^ across fro m  th e  saloon exp. 2/28/95
868 MONTEREY STREET 
SAN LUIS OBISPO
541-1995
781 DOLUVER STREET 
' n ^ B E A C N
773-li
i . - 'V ? '  -
.>•
Wi-'S. V
... . .  .r -
■ 5f* ■' ’K- ■
'^ Tì' .’* ■■**' 
!-i ■*èèf- ■*♦
V,-.-
'H* ' ■
U"
SU"
’ H-’i
f p lj
BOSTON 
EA0EL CD.
B a g e l s — t h e  h e a l t h y  a l t e r n a t i v e !
Over 28 Varieties of Bagels Baked Fresh Daily.
No preservatives & prepared in the traditional 
method—kettled then baked.
Bagels • Cream Cheeses • Lax • Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
O p en  Daily 6:30 a m  to 5:30 pm  (Thursday ’til 9:00pm )
1127 BROAD STREET • SAN LUIS OBISPO • (805) 541-5134
We fix it right- The First Time
\  S •>
C H E C K  O U e T lB E P R IG E S l
• • A • :*?< < ■'s . V
~  I MUSTANG DAILV COOPOÑsT
Exp. 3/1/95
Beach Club
I $5.00 OFF PANTS
■ 848 MONTEREY STREET 781 DOLUVER STREET
■ SAN LUIS OBISPO PISMO BEACH
! 541-1995 not valid on Sale merchandise 7 7 3 -1 9 9 5 ,
...................-|MUSTANG D / « t Y ^ 6 u ^ - -  -  ■
Beach Club
$15.00 OFF JACKETS
781 DOLLIVER STREET 
PISMO BEACH
848 MONTEREY STREET 
SAN LUI$ OBISPO
541-1995 OCX valid 00 Sale merchandise 773-1995
Mustang Daily Coupons exp 3/31/95
©  BOSTON B A (IL  (D .
B agel,
m ini c re a m  c h e e s e ,
& c o ffe e  or s o d a
(Does not include speciality bagels.)
1^1127 Broad Street • San Luis Obispo • 541-5134j
M ustang Doily Coupons exp 3/31/95
©  BOSTON BAGEL (D .
Pizza B a g e l, 
& c o f fe e  o r s o d a
^ 1 1 2 7  Broad Street • San Luis Obispo • 541-5134
COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE! 
COMPLETE SUSPENSION SERVICEI 
SHOCKS BY KYB & MONROE I
21 YEARS EXPERIENCE
HOURS: Bam to 5:30pm Mon-Friday 
9am to 1 pm Saturday 
GARY TREBOLO
109 SOUTH ST., SLO • 541-6199
DISK BRAKE SERVICE
^  ^  n n  * *^stall front disk brake pads 
^  W  ^^1 U U  • Resurface front brake rotors 
y j j  1 /  • Inspect brake calipers
^  ^  • Inspect brake cylinders
Most cars. • Add brake fluid & road-test 
Expirss 2 /2 5 /9 5  vehicle
(Semi-metallic pads exttra)
ISAM LUIS BRAKES ALIGNMEm' »109 SOUTH ST. • 541-6199
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
• Set caster, toe and 
camber on applicable 
vehicles
• Inspect steering, shocks 
and wear
$ 2 4 9 5
M ost cars.
$ 2 9 ” M ;s c .r u c k ,. " " ™ ’ 2 / 2 5 / 9 5 i
¡SAN LUIS BRAKE & ALIGNMENT • 109 SOUTH ST. • 541-6199
iyew ear Exclusive to the
L . A .  E y e w o r k s  
M a t s u d a  
O l i v e r  P e o p l e s  
J e a n  P a u l  G a u l t i e r
ientral Coast:
“  "  “  “  ■  1iCIUSfMim7eWliiM&T " “ " “ s“ '
ACUVUES
$21.2S/BOX (4 BOX MINIMUM)
• OTHER BRANDS AVAILABLE • C U R R E N T  RX REQUIRED
Oplamclnc S«fvic«t ol San Luía Obitpo
Exp. 3/1/95
Opiomcinc Services ol San luía Obtapo
C  i Of
$ 2 5  O FF
FRAME W IT H  PRESC R IPTIO N  LENSES
r  4
Opkimauic Sotvicaa at Saa luia Obnpo(Not valid with insurance or other offers)
Dr. D a v id  A . S ch u ltZ /O .D . 7 7 8  MARSH STREET, SLO, 5 4 3 - 5 2 0 0  7 7 8  M A R S H  STREET,  S LO
without )ort, all of w ould look like this
crystal springs 
slo brake and alignment 
sycamore springs 
Sundance tanning 
subway
pete's southside 
sterling cleaners 
cisco's
blakeslee & blakeslee
P i :
burger basket
moondoggies
hind
slo chiropractors 
cafe brio 
keep in contact 
domino's pizza 
arts slo cyclery
put on's 
jewel of india 
art of sandwich 
boston bagel 
bagel basement 
wild orchid salon 
kinko's 
woodstocks 
blazing blenders
RoundTable Pizza
Free Delivery 
within SLO
Ijm iic d  l>cli\'erv .VrcJ
1055 Olive Street 
San Luis Obispo
Orve Semrt
KFC i
" *  ”  T m IISTANG d a ily  C O U P O ^r "  ** *  *
OfF any Extra Large Pizza $2 Off* any Large Pizza (CKRound
$ 1 O ff any Medium Pizza Ta^
Not valid with any other offer
COUPON EXPIRES 2/25/95 
1 MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS I*
Pizza
541-5551
Large Single Topping Pizza99p. US tax
HOURS: Sun. - Thurs. 11 am - 1 0  pm Fri & Sat. 11am - 11pm
I T A L I A N  EATING  
PLACE 
&
COFFEE
ROASTERS
Not valid with any other offer
COUPON EXPIRES 2/25/95 
I MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS J
RoundTable.Pizza
541-5551
FREE
D O U BLE LATTE
with purchase of $1 biscotti!
BRIO - 1203 Marsh (Scolari's Plaza)Exp. 2 • 1 5 • 95________________________
"  T m u s ta n g  d a ily  c o u po n s  r
fresh & natural • N.Y. style
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
(8 0 5 )  5 4 1 -5 2 8 2
1203 Marsh (Scolari's Plaza) off Johson SLO, CA Exp. 2 ■ 15 • 95
FREE
1/4 Lb. FRESH ROASTED COFFEE
5pm to 9pm
with purchase of ANY 
macaroni dish (6.95-9.95)
BRIO - 1203 Marsh (Scolari's Plaza)
W e  H a v e  T h e  C u r e  f o r  
W i n t e r  W h i t e
TANNING CENTER
Largest Tanning Centers on the Central Coast
¡Mustang Daily Coupon^
FREE MONTH
BUY 1 MONTH AT 
REG. PRICE, GET THE
1527 Grand Ave.
G ro v e r  B e a c h541-5550
584 California St.
San Luis O b i s p o481-9675
[Mustang Daily Coupons!
5 SESSIONS
i  5 0 0  : $$ tOO
REGULAR I BLACK BEAUTY 
BEDS ' BEDS
SESSONS GOOD FOR 1 YEAR
Grover Beach San Luis Obispo
SUNDANCE • 541-5550 481-9675
SOUTHSIDE CAFE
A • Latin and Seafood a • Patio Dining
Pete's Southside Cafe 1815 Osos Stwhere Osos and the RR tracks meet at the hotel park
present when Ñ ñT T nñ
o r d e r i n g --------------------------------------------*
. FREE BU RRITO  k
^  OF E(^AL OR LESSER •
VALUE W  THE PURCHASE 
OF ANOTHER BURRITO ^
PETES
1815 Osos St. SOUTHSIDE CAFE No specials 
Not valid FriySat after 4:30 pm Exp.*3/l/95
present when
ordering . ...........
. FREE BU RRITO  ^
m  OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE W  THE PURCHASE 
OF ANOTHER BURRITO
PETE’S
1815 Osos St. SOUTHSIDE CAFE No specials
Not valid Fri/Sat after 4:30 pm Exp. 3/1/95
* - ■ * . *  ^ ■ t * , J  i l
• V4' . 4 ‘t ■ t '  Ì , I ■ t .
f i l l i *  f i l l
c a H i
V I S I T  P A R A D IS E
'S''.
^  A ccom m odations with 
Private Balcony Spa
Massage Therapy 
Hut Itibbing
^  Heated Swimming Pool
OPEN 24 HOURS 1215 AVILA BEACH DRIVE
595^7302S y c a m o r e  C -L C H H
RUN CYCLE SWIM FITNESS
698 Higuera 
541-6019
L e t  H IN D  h e lp  
y o u
g e t  in  s h a p e  f o r  s p r i n g
Store Hours 
M-W/F-Sa 10-6 
Su 11-5 
Th 10-9
"We're doing our best 
to bring you the best."
• Fresh Baked Breads
• Homemade Soups & Salads
• Hot Off the Grill 
Specialty Sandwiches
• Now Serving Beer
• Killer Sandwiches
717 Higuera • 544-7775
— -  -  "  ~| m u stan g  d a ily  c o u po n s  r  **
B u y  1 S a n d w i c h
(o f eq u a l or 
lesser va lue)G e t  t h e  2 " ^
Exp. 2/28/95
f o r l ^  p r i c e
“  "  "  "  "  T MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS I"
B u y  A n y  S a n d w i c h  
G e t  a  C o o r s  
f o r  $ 1 - 0 0
(between 3-6 pm)
Exp. 2/28/95
Mustang Daily Coupons(Sycamore
''ll
$4.00 OFF
A N Y  H O T  T U B  FO R T W O
(n o r  v a lid  Sarurdays o r h o lid a ys )
S P H I N (i S 1215 Avila Beach Dr. SLO(ex[). 3/1/95)
I Mustang Daily CouponscSycamore $5.00 OFF
F U L L  BO D Y M A SSA G E  
(Includes 1/2 hr. Hot Tub)
(n o t v a lid  Saturdays, Sundays, o r  h o lid a ys )
S P R I N (i S 1215 Avila Beach Dr. SLO(exp. 3/1/95)!
■  ■  ■  ■  ■  COUPONS f
exp. 2/28/95
RUN CYCLE SWIM FITNESS
$5 off purchase 
of $20 or more 
Not good with any other discount
Discontinued Items - Closeouts* Factory Seconds
T MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS T " " " " " "
exp. 2/28/95
Discontinued Items • Closeouts ■ Factory Seconds
e  C A L  P O L Y  E M P L O Y E E S
RUN CYCLE SWIM FITNESS
$10 off purchase
of $50 or more
Not good with any other discount
Discontinued Items - Closeouts - Factory Seconds
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
DIANF. P RIAKF.SIEE, PRE:S RIAKFSLEE& BIAKESLEE 1110 CALIE BEVO.SAN I UlS OBISPO, CA MEMBER J^ASl) SI PC
F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N I N G  DEALS W ITH YOUR MONEY, YOUR INVESTMENT AND YOUR FUTURE SECURITY. SINCE 1971
B L A K E S L E E  & B L A K E S L E E  C E R T I F I E D  
F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N E R S  HAVE BEEN HELP­ING Y O U R  COLLEAGUES ATTAIN FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE.
NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE F I N A N C I A L  
I N D E P E N D E N C E  A TOP PRIORITY FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.
—  ^
 ^ a
rr!
MONEY & INVESTING
S |:  P- I ? = ?
C/5 L - S3 ^
E  5  Ü  S
C/5 ^ 2
COOLERS
Cold n' Room  
Tem p
$7 .00/m onth
Hot n’ Cold 
$ 10 .00/m onth  
Hot n* Cold with 
Refigerator 
$20 .00/m onth  
Regular Stand  
Loaned Free! 
Solid O ak Stands  
(rent to own) 
$ 2 .50/m onth
WATER
1 9 0 5
WATERPer5 Gallon Bottle:
Spring
Drinking W ater 
$5.75
Distilled W ater 
$5.75
Fluoridated
W ater$6.00
Serving the Central Coast from Camp Roberts & San Simeon to the Santa Ynez Valley!
Toll Free 1-800-223-5318 or 805-543-5063
JUICE BAR
SLO's Original Ju ice  Bar
FRESH JUICES • SMOOTHIES • SHAKES • YOGURT
1108  B r o a d  S t r e e t
Between Higuera & Marsh
Restaurant
"  "  "  "  *  iMUSTANG DAILY C O U PO T^
FREE WATER
15 GALLONS OF YOUR CHOICE
PLUS Free Rental o f  Deluxe Room lem p. Stand for 1 year.
O ffer limited to new customers witfi min. 3 montfi subscription, 
W itfi coupon. Expires 2 / 2 5 / 9 5
' "  "  "  "  T m u stan g  d a ily  c o u p o n s T
FREE RENT
2 MONTHS FREE ON 
ANY ELECTRIC COOLER
C)ffer limited to new customers with min. 3  month subscription. 
W ith coupon. Expires 2 / 2 5 / 9 5
$ 1 Q 0  o i l
JUICE B.\R _ _  ...Any Smoothie
1108 Broad St. •,
Between Higuera & Marsh valid until 6 /1 /9 5
"  I m u s ta n g  d a ily  c o u po n s
alt
JU IC E  B A R
1108 Broad St.
Between Higuera & Marsh
1/2 off
on
fresh squeezed  
carrot ju ice
valid until 6/1/95
I MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS f
$1.00 Off
Buffet lunch
R e g u l a r  P r i c e  $ 5 . 9 5
1 MUSTANG DAILY COUPONS f
Exp. 2 /15 /95
. 9 9
2115 Broad St. • San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 • 543-3558
kink
I
H C DTO
Buffet lunch
2  I t e m
E a t  H e r e  o r  T a k e  o u t
jMustang Daily Coupon^
Exp. 2 /15 /95
kinko>s*
HgUR~PHOfO Bfing in o roll o( 35 nvn, 1 tO Of 126 color pom film lor 1 O f 4 Fiour servfc* ond g*i o 
i«cond sei oF 3-1/2  * 5 pnmj FREE of time ol
o^c«svng f-Joi volid ony offier oFf«rs 
March '9S
Mustang Daily Coupons
about uur i n .  ■ .Specials!
HOUR PHOTO 19 Santa Rosa S I..SL0 •  519-8979
Open 7 days: M-F 8 -8 , Sat-Sun 10-5 E o  p r o c e s s i n g
HOUR PHOTO
0 toH of 35 mm slide film of>d gei 
S1 00  oH pfocessthQ. E6  onfy O>e^>owt 
service only Not volid with ohy otbet offersI
Expif*j M a r c h  'SS
U P P E R  C R U S T
I  I o n ic  o f  C io u r n ic t  P I 2 2 0 S S o l a  J s  ”
785 Foothill Blvd. San Luis Obispo542-0400
Open Daily for Lunch and Dinner
A Sampling of Gourmet Pizzas
U p p e r  C ru s t  P e s to  hom em ufJe pesto, te ta ch e e s f* 
fresh tom atoes, a rtichoke  tiearts, Greek olives, sweet 
sausage, virgin ohve oil. onci fresh gratect fVjrmesar' 
(Veggie Version ava iia t;le , to o ') 12 9 ^^,
S p o r k ie  P ie  trest. nc(;ttT  < neese a n a  sw -e t Italiar. 
sausage, mr //a re ll i nheese c lic f'd  tom otoes. (v 1 r>-a 
peppers 11
W h ite  C la m :  Oui >,pe(, lal garln a.’ I'J c la m  saune, lav 
erect o n to  a  Pc 1 ■ rrv j ip  l sf.innUe j v/:rr) *>, -p
parsley ana grar>-- i Pa'm.t,-, jn ) j vf.
P r im a v e r a ,  G c r.Je n tre jt ' /m e i i t ' ‘r iea  t(/riiatc<es t .' .. 
co ll florets. fon»ineli i & m o7yare1l(j nheese, t.ave  i with
virgin olive oil. 1 1 9^
A Few Traditional Pizzas
T h e  S LO  T o w n  S p e c ia l
tx jc o r i w tvte mustirooms 
ci p t-a  of rno^yr.jreila nt ee 
M eaium  11 7‘.
T h e  F o o th i l l  D e l ig h t
i*‘Or  ^ p/'[ •[ erpr.i jr ) ; ,r 
w'tr, par«,! ', / iv f  ml ■ y I ha' 
Vc- t -r’ , /
H a w a i i  F o u r -O  ► «
>t t «• ( .-(.(.ei' [,!r,t.. jpi .
Vea.jrt 11.
V e g e t a r ia n  o r,iy  :r „ .  m >
t 'lac.v ■■jiive'- t '«'il f .«■( [
M*'. 1 .jrn I ’
Lean pepperoni, Canaaian 
t/f,‘ll peppers, wCute oriioris.on 
',«! witri our spiiCial sauce 
Large ■ 15/6
tn !■ iifional all-time favorite of
■ /«,'',!«■• mushrooms, sprinkle t 
" t!S' in ctreese
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■ /v." ig(»s a n d  cashew  nuts
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«■st increaients, mushrooms, 
ariicns and ripe tomiatoes
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A n y  G o u r m e t  P i z z a
W e serve a large variety ol pizzas arid Gourmet Salads.
Call 542 -0400  to order for Pick-Up or Free Delivery
We are located at 785 Foothill Blvd, just g few blocks from Cal Pol/
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2 OFF
A n y  T r a d i t i o n a l  P i z z a
W e also offer some Italian specialties and great fresh desserts
Coll 542 -0400  to order for Pick-Up or Free Delivery
We are located at 785 Foottnll BCd just a few blocks hcrm, Cai f"''ly
C -.-p o ri'/; 'es M r  ’ 'V«‘ . ' P r ■ ■ it
w ithout your support, a ll of our paces w ould look like this
c r y s t a l  s p r i n g s  
s l o  b r a k e  a n d  a l i g n m e n t  
s y c a m o r e  s p r i n g s  
S u n d a n c e  t a n n i n g  
s u b w a y
pete's southside 
sterling cleaners 
cisco's
blakeslee & blakeslee
round table pizza 
burger basket 
moondoggies 
hind
slo chiropractors 
cafe brio 
keep in contact 
domino's pizza 
arts slo cyclery
put on■s 
jewel of india 
art of sandwich 
boston bagel 
bagel basement 
wild orchid salon 
kinko's 
woodstocks 
blazing blenders
Meatball Special
$1.69
()" Meatl)¿illSul)onlv
Ac p^riKipMin^ sciim
.suBiunv*
The Place Where Fresh is the Taste.'“
# O 1994 Doccor t Assocuies. Inc
793 Foothill
(Lucky Plaza) 
543-3399
N o w  O p e n  t il M id n ig h t
158 Higuera
541-0855
Hours: 8:30am - 10pm
^ B u in v '
The Place Where Fresh is the Taste."
( ' I I l>Kt(»r s AsscxiJtrs. Inc.
Mustang Paly C o lo n s  ~T$2 99 Hot M eatball MEAL DEAL(6" sub, 22oz. drink & chips)
One coupon per customer. Not valid with an)( 
other otter. Good at partcipating stores onty. 
Otter EXPIRES 2 /2 8 ^
.suBuinv*
Mustang Daiy Conjons j
Buy One Sub and Get Second 
Sub of Equal or Lesser Value For... 
With Purchase of Medium Drink 99<
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Good at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2/28/94
.suBuinv
Mustang Daly CoifXNis
$1“ Off Any Regular Foat Lang Sub 50< Off Any Regular 6" Sub
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Ck)od at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2/28/94 .SUBUJRV'
Mustang Daly Ccxfxxis$1 99
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Good at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2126m
Any Regular 
6" Sub.suBiunv*
Mustang Daly Coi^ xNis
Buy One Sub and Get 
Second Sub of Equal 
or Lesser Value For... 
With Purchase of 
Medium Drink
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2 /28«4
F R E E ®
.SUBUJRV*
Mustang Daly Coupons
Buy One Sub and Get Second 
Sub of Equal or Lesser Value For... 
With Purchase of Medium Drink 99<
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Good at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2/28/94 ^ U B U J R V *
Mustang Daly CoifXNis
$ 1“ O f f Any Regular Foat Lang Sub 50< Off Any Regular 6" Sub
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Good at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2 /28«4 ^ B U U R V *
Mustang Daly Coifxm s
reserve now S u p e r  B o w l S p e c ia l
^  Cold Cut Combo)I  S e r v e s  1 0 - 1 5
I  n o t  yfolid v^ith a n y  o th o r  o f f o r s
^  Savings of $7  01 l o r g o r  s iz o s  a ^ a ila h lo  to  lO O  ft
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any 
other otter. Good at participating stores only. 
Otter EXPIRES 2/28/94 ^UBuinv*
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Two Poly students will get ‘hands-on’ learning in biomedical research program
By Derek Aney
Doily Staff Wfitei
While most biology students 
do their work in labs on campus, 
two Cal Poly students will be get­
ting hands-on learning when 
they head ofT to Maryland this 
Febimary to attend a National 
Institutes of Health program for 
biomedical research.
Biochemistry junior Michael 
Flippin and biology senior Stacey 
Anderson will spend a week in 
Bethesda, Md. to attend the “The 
Introduction to Biomedical 
Research Program” — a program 
designed for underrepresented 
students in the field of biomedi­
cal research.
The two students have a list 
of research seminars that they 
can attend during February, so 
the exact date of the program 
depends on when’ certain semi­
nars are offered.
“In health careers, the under­
represented groups are African 
Ame r i c a n ,  Ch i c a no ,  and 
American Indian,” said Ursula
Bishop, director of the Minority 
Access to Health Careers 
(MAHC) program at Cal Poly. 
T he NIH  and M A H C
"In health careers, the 
underrepresented groups are 
African American, Chicano and 
American Indian."
Ursula Bishop
Director of M inority  Access to the 
Health Careers
programs are part of a plan to 
encourage minority students to 
enter health careers. Bishop 
said.
Flippin and Anderson were 
two of the 60 students chosen for 
the NIH program from a field of 
200 applicants across the nation, 
according to Bishop. They sent 
lengthy applications — including 
recommendations and essays —
to the NIH to be considered for 
the program.
Both applicants had good 
grades and a gamut of extracur­
ricular activities. Bishop said.
According to Bishop, the goal 
of this program — as well as the 
MAHC — is to “have more people 
out practicing who understand, 
look like and can work with 
those three groups.
“The NIH program is very 
competitive, and it is highly un­
usual to have two students from 
one school,” she said, referring to 
Flippin and Anderson. “We just 
had two good students apply at 
the right time. Those two are 
amazing.”
The trip across the coast next 
month is only part of the 
program. The two also will be 
given the opportunity to take 
part in a research program with 
the National Institute of Aller­
gies and Infectious Diseases.
Anderson and Flippin said 
they are both interested in at­
tending the NIH summer 
program and plan to attend
medical school after they 
graduate from Cal Poly.
“I’m really excited about 
going,” said Flippin, who is
"I'm  really excited about 
going. Through programs like 
this, it will give me and many 
others the chance to see 
biomedical research."
Mike Flippin 
Biochemistry junior
African American. “Through 
programs like this, it will give 
me and many others the chance 
to see biomedical research.”
Underrepresented students 
come from backgrounds that 
often keep them from oppor­
tunities in the medical field, 
Flippin said.
“Without programs like this, 
the majority groups have an ad­
vantage,” he said. “This tries to 
even out the field.”
Flippin said he credits his 
parents, advisers and Cal Poly 
professors for helping him suc­
ceed.
“I like the personal atmos­
phere at Cal Poly,” he said.
Anderson, a 20-year-old Aleut 
Indian, said she, too, is looking 
forward to the trip.
“I’m excited to go and see 
these scientists who publish in 
papers and probably discovered 
everything I am reading about in 
my textbooks,” Anderson said. “I 
hope to get a better feel for what 
goes on at the NIH ... to see if I 
might be interested in pursuing 
research there at some point in 
my career.
“Hopefully, wherever I go I 
can be of encouragement and an 
example for other Alaskan Na­
tives,” Anderson said. “It’s a way 
to help your own people — I’ll al­
ways give back.”
• Daily Assistant Managing 
Editor Cynthia L. Webb con­
tributed to this report.
London 
$199*
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Amsterdam 
Costa Rica 
Denver 
New York 
Honolulu
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I N D U S T R I A L  E N G I N E E R I N G  M A ) O R S
Management Consulting
E u r a i l p a s s e s »  
i s s u e d  o n * t h « - s p o f
Be an R.A.
Check out an info session!
Monday, January 30 3
7 p.m. — Trmity Hall 
9  p.m. — Yotemite Hall
Tuesday, January 31 ^
7  p.m. — Yosemite Hall 
9  p.m. — Sania Lucia Hall
Wednesday, ftbruary 1 ^
7 p m. — Tenaya Hall 
9  p.m. — Siarra Madia Hall
.Since the early 1900’s, businesses have been turning to Hrnst &  
Young for value-added consulting services.
While times have changed, our commitment to the success o fo u r cus­
tomers hasn’ t. Today, I-.mst &  Young is the premier integrated management 
consulting fim i, and the w orld ’s foremost practitioners o f “ v irtua lity.”
th e  business world has entered the era o f  the “ virtual organization.”  
Paper trails arc being replaced with electronic infom iation superhighways and 
byways. And hmst &  Young is helping to pave the way.
We were consulting before 
consulting ms cool.
Î 1
W E ' L L  BE O N - C A M P U S
Sunday, February 12 
Brief Information Session 
Location to be posted by Career Center 
5:00-6;00pm
Monday, February 13 
Interviews - I.E. Majors 
Career Center 
8:30am-5:00pm
1
H
u Monday, February 6 ^
7 p.m. — Frtmonl Hall 
9  p.m. — Saquoia Hall
Tuesday, February 7 ^
7 p m. — Yosamite Hall 
9  p m. — Tenaya Hall
Q  W»dn»sday, February 8 ^
7 p m. — Santa Lucia Hall 
9  p m. — Sequoia Hall
I“’* ' > ïv'
m A ''''
| r  44
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^  Thursday, February 16 3
7 p m — Sierra Madre Hall 
9  p.m. — Trinity Hall
. "Last Chance" Forum 
Wednetday, February 2 2 ^
7 p.m — Sierra Madre
More Info Contact 766-5640
I
Our rapidly expanding Virtual Knowledge Network w ill enable our know ledge 
based consultants to communicate, access and execute their tasks from the 
home, plane, office or customer site.
Yes, times are changing. And at Ernst & Young Consulting, we 
couldn’t be more thrilled. After all, our continuing success depends on our abili­
ty to embrace and take advantage of change.
If you’re an Industrial Engineering major, and you’d like to interview 
with Ernst & Young when we’re on-campus, fax your resume by Feb. 3 to the 
attention of Lily Chen at (213) 683-1269. Selected candidates will come on 
board as Management Consultants.
Ernst & Young, an Equal Opportunity Employer, values the diversity 
of our changing workforce.
v,r /
sU Ernst &YOUNG llp
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Visions of the future: making books available via the Internet
By Elizobeth Weise
Associated Piess
Michael Hart is a man with a 
mission.
“If I had my dream, every Jan. 
1, every book that went into the 
public domain would immediate­
ly go out on the net and everyone 
could have it.”
Through his Project Guten­
berg, Hart is working toward 
that vision of a digitally acces­
sible future — one book at a 
time.
At the stroke of midnight of 
the last day of every month. 
Project Gutenberg puts the full 
electronic text of 16 book out on 
the net — all in “plain vanilla 
ascii text” that any computer can 
read.
You d o n ’ t ne e d  fancy 
programs, you don’t need any­
thing special — just an e-mail ac­
count and a burning desire to 
download the entire text of Con­
rad’s “Heart of Darkness,” “The 
Moon and Sixpence” by Somerset 
Maugham, “The Return of Sher­
lock Holmes” or “Caesar’s Com­
mentaries” — in Latin?
Why exactly you’d want to 
download the entire text of Mark 
Twain’s “A Connecticut Yankee 
in King Arthur’s Court” is un­
clear, but there’s something 
wonderful about the idea that it’s 
just sitting on its virtual shelf, 
waiting for you.
Project Gutenberg got its start 
back in 1971 when computers 
took up whole floors. Hart’s best 
friend was a programmer and he 
used to go hang out with him in 
the computer room at the 
University of Illinois.
“It was air-conditioned and 
private and I could study there,” 
said Hart, 48.
Eventually some of the 
operators gave him an account 
on the proto-network that later 
became the Internet. Hart 
wanted to do something to repay 
the favor.
His first foray into informa­
tion dissemination for the 
electronic masses was to make 
the text of the Declaration of In­
dependence available on the net­
work. It was around the time of 
the Bicentennial, and parchment 
copies of the document were 
everyw here. Why not an 
electronic one?
'7here are little old ladies in the 
middle of Vermont who type 
(books) in ancient Tandy 
computers.../'
Michael Hart
Computer guru
“I almost started the first 
computer virus by trying to mail 
it to everyone on the Internet, 
which at that time was about 
100 people. It would have 
spammed things up pretty good,” 
he said. “The Internet wasn’t 
that robust in those days.”
Now his dream is to put 
10,000 books out on the Internet 
by the year 2001. Hart and the 
gaggle of volunteers devoted to
the project will hit book number 
238 on Feb. 1. Each year they 
double the number of books they 
do.
“There are little old ladies in 
the middle of Vermont who type 
them in on ancient 'Tandy com­
puters and people with quarter 
of a million dollar scanners.”
As long as there’s someone 
who wants to input the text and 
the book has entered the public 
domain — which means it was 
published more than 75 years 
ago and the copyright wasn’t 
renewed — it goes on the list.
Hart works out of Illinois 
Benedictine College in Lisle, Il­
linois. The entire project lives on 
one PC tucked away on a book­
shelf in a little-used office in the 
computer department at the 
University of Illinois.
A glance over the complete 
catalog of books available 
through the project makes it 
clear that this is, indeed, a labor 
of love by volunteers. 'The Feb. 
92 release of “Paradise Lost” in­
cludes the notation “originally all
in CAPS” and there’s a warning 
that “Moby Dick” is missing 
chapter 72.
Hart isn’t out to do much — 
just save the world.
“History was founded on the 
notion that there wasn’t enough 
for everyone. But the Internet’s 
the opposite. You put a novel up 
on the net and there’s one for 
everyone. You could spend one 
week typing in “Winnie the 
Pooh” if it was your favorite 
book, and all people for the rest 
of history will be able to read it.”
Td subscribe to the Project 
Gutenberg newsletter, send a 
message to listserv.c80.uiuc.edu 
and in the body of the message 
write sub gutnberg [your name] 
(omitting the brackets.). No sub­
ject line is required. To retrieve 
books by e-mail, first send a mes­
sage to ALMANAC.ORST.EDU 
and in the body of the message 
write send gutenberg catalog.
'The message you get back will 
list all the available files, along 
with instructions on how to 
retrieve them.
USTEN UP!
G n i n c l i g  W o r l d  B a n d  R a d i o s  
p u t  t h e  w o r l d  a t  y o u r  f i n g e i U p s .
Yacht Boy 206
Compact World Band 
Alarm Clock Radio
• Portable AM/FM/SW radio 
fits into a pocket or purse
• Multifunction LCD display
• Built-in clock/timer with 
repeat alarm and sleep time 
automatic • Automatic 
Frequency Control (AFC)
• Mechanical band selector
Traveler II
Compact World Traveller 
Radio
• Portable AM/FM/SW radio fits into 
a pocket or purse • Five shortwave 
frequency bands • World Time 
Select Switch dials in any one of 24 
cities around the world to find out 
the time • Includes earphones for 
private listening • LCD display indi­
cates status of all operations
BCbnal BooksiDie
©  Copyright On Campus Productions. All rights reserved. 1244 8.94
mozzarella,ricotta,provolone,jack & parmesan
Slice $ 1.50 
Whole $9.70
located downstairs in the university union
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Russians and Chechens battle for Grozny
By Larry Ryckman
&»ociQied Piess
i
GROZNY, Russia — Chechen 
rebels harassed Russian troops 
with snicer fire, hit-and-run 
raids and a brief assault on the 
presidential palace as the battle 
for Grozny entered its fourth 
week.
The rebels claimed to have 
recaptured Grozny’s railroad sta­
tion, central market and two key 
government buildings. The claim 
could not be independently con­
firmed, but it was clear that 
neither side controlled the city 
center.
Russian artillery bombarded 
Grozny’s southern suburbs and 
Chechen positions beyond the 
Sunzha River that runs through 
th'’ city on Sunday. Mortar 
rounds pounded the streets near 
the railroad station.
Guerrilla fighters launched a 
,wo -hour assault  on the 
presidential palace, a blackened 
shell they abandoned Thursday. 
They pulled back under heavy 
Russian fire.
Both sides say Chechen 
snipers remained holed up in the 
uppe.” floors of the palace.
“The Russians won’t be able to 
keep any buildings for long, be­
cause our guys can show up 
anywhere they want,” said 
Akhmed Papiyev, a 26-year-old
fighter clad in white winter 
camouflage. “We’ll attack them 
head-on and from behind."
The Russians fired rockets 
and artillery shells in a wither­
ing 40-minute barrage of the vil­
lage of Bamut, southwest of 
Grozny. Helicopters launched 
rocket attacks on Bamut and the 
nearby village of Samashki.
There was no sign that Rus­
sian soldiers were attempting to 
seize Bamut, strategically lo­
cated between Grozny and near­
by mountains. Chechen rebels 
have vowed to regroup in the 
hills if the Russians capture 
Grozny.
About 10 miles east of Grozny, 
Russian artillery oounded the 
town of Argun, which has stub­
bornly resisted for weeks. 
Beyond Grozny, the Russians ap­
parently had only northern 
Chechnya firmly under their con­
trol.
The Russians sent tens of 
thousands of troops into Chech­
nya on Dec. 11 to crush the 
southern republic’s drive for in­
dependence. On New Year’s Eve, 
they unleashed a massive as­
sault to take Grozny.
Kremlin officials now concede 
that clashes with the defiant 
rebels could go on for years.
Many civilians left in the capi­
tal are ethnic Russians who, un­
like Chechens with relatives in 
the countryside, have nowhere to 
go. Most have expressed 
solidarity with their Chechen 
neighbors, but many are now 
beginning to complain about 
their worsening treatment by 
Chechens.
“Chechens come and take 
whatever they want from our 
houses, telling us that if we tell 
anyone about this they’ll kill us,” 
s a i d  a t e a r f u l  Ye l e na  
Dobrolovskaya, 58. “They can kill 
us and nobody would know about 
it. Look how many dead bodies 
lie on the ground all over the 
city.”
Dobrolovskaya, who is caring 
for her husband and paralyzed 
mother, opened a plastic shop­
ping bag slightly and showed 
about a pound of meat she had 
just bought at an outdoor 
market.
“I don’t know whether we’ll 
have a chance to eat it or if the 
Chechens will come and take it 
away,” she said.
In Moscow, several thousand 
people rallied Sunday to demand 
an end to the war and com­
memorate its victims.
Separately, the Russian Coun­
cil of Servicemen’s Parents 
demanded peace talks with the 
Chechens and an immediate end 
to all hostilities.
Cabinet blasts Arafat for failing to ensure Israeli security
By Gwen Ackerm an
Assoooied Piess
I
JERUSALEM — Prime Minis­
ter Yitzhak Rabin gave Israeji 
intelligence a freer hand today to 
deal with Islamic militants in 
the wake of a double suicide 
bombing that killed 19 Israelis. 
Soldiers sealed off the West Bank 
and Gaza Strip.
The Cabinet also froze the 
release of Palestinian prisoners 
and delayed the opening of a pas­
sage between the autonomous 
Palestinian territories.
The moves stopped short, 
however, of right-wing demands 
to halt peace talks with the PLO. 
They were intended mainly to 
appease mounting public anger 
over the escalating death toll 
from bombings by Islamic 
militants.
Sunday’s bom bing of a 
crowded transit stop for soldiers 
killed 19 Israelis and wounded 
62.
Scores of Israelis ’ it memorial 
candles today and ; rayed at the 
site of the bombing at the Beit 
Lid junction near Netanya, 18 
miles northeast of Tel Aviv. 
Crowds wept at the funerals of 
Sgt. Yaron Blum, 20, and Sgt. 
Maya Coopstein, 19, at Mount 
Herzl cemetery in Jerusalem.
The attack was claimed by Is­
lamic Jihad, in PLO-ruled Gaza, 
an extremist movement opposed 
to the 1993 Israel-PLO accord. 
The suicide bombers were iden­
tified as Salah Shakr, 25, from 
Rafah, and Anwar Sukar, 23, 
from Gaza City.
Israeli police arrested six 
protesters at a demonstration by 
about 300 people Sunday night 
in Jerusalem where youths 
shouted, “Death to the Arabs!”
Soldiers were deployed at 
roadblocks today to deny entry to 
an estimated 50,000 Palestinian 
workers with jobs in Israel. 
Newspapers said the closure 
could last 10 days.
Further measures were 
decided today by a close circle of 
Rabin’s security advisers. They 
extended a “special dispensation” 
giving a freer hand to agents of 
the Shin Bet security service to 
fight terrorism, Israel radio said.
Both Rabin spokesman Oded 
Ben-Ami and the Cabinet 
Secretary’s office refused to com­
ment on the report.
Education Minister Amnon 
Rubinstein said Foreign Minister 
Shimon Peres planned to meet 
with PLO leader Yasser Arafat 
and present him “with the full 
consequences of the security 
issue ... to remind him in very 
strong terms that he is not fulfill­
ing his obligations under the
Oslo accord.”
Cabinet ministers said Arafat 
was ne i t her  e x t r a d i t i ng  
suspected attackers nor punish­
ing them. They also complained 
that attackers were finding 
refuge in the PLO-run Gaza 
Strip and West Bank town of 
Jericho.
“This is one of the issues that 
needs to be clarified with Yasser 
A rafat,” Housing Minister 
Benyamin Ben-Eliezer said.
Although the measures the 
Cabinet took Sunday were tem­
porary, Palestinians suggested 
they could disrupt talks on ex­
panding self-rule throughout the 
West Bank.
“This actually means that ex­
tremism on both sides is winning 
and this is terrible for the peace 
process,” said Hisham Abdel- 
Razek, head of the Palestinian 
committee on prisoners.
A single army company bore 
the brunt of Sunday’s explosion. 
It was a special unit deployed to 
guard bus stops — especially on 
Sundays, when they are crowded 
with troops returning from 
weekend furloughs. Eighteen of 
the dead were soldiers.
Bloodstained kit bags and red 
berets of the elite paratrooper 
unit lay scattered amid broken 
glass and other debris after the 
blast.
Cementing truce in Bosnia 
falls to new U.N. leader
By A rth u r A llen
Associated Piess
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Her- 
zegovina — A Persian Gulf War 
commander is inheriting the 
unenviable task of cementing a 
shaky truce in Bosnia, where 
countless past attempts at 
peace have failed.
Britain’s Lt. Gen. Rupert 
Smith takes over command of 
U.N. forces in the former 
Yugoslavia today from his com­
patriot, Lt. Gen. Sir .Michael 
Rose. The post brings with it 
the job of implementing a four- 
month truce that began with 
the new year but has yet to stop 
all fighting.
A sign of progress came .Mon­
day with an agreement to 
reopen a road into Sarajevo for 
tiTjcks carrying humanitarian 
aid. The deal, reached between 
.Serbs controlling the road and 
their foes, the Muslim-led 
government, was announced by 
Rose just before he left.
A l U.N. agencies and four 
Bosnian humanitarian agencies 
will be able to use the road, con­
necting Sarajevo with govern­
ment-controlled central Bosnia 
and the Adnatic Sea via 
Croatia. It takes effect Feb. 1.
The two sides also agreed to 
prisoner exchanges and medical 
evacuations, said Viktor 
Andreev, a U.N. officer who 
mediated the talks.
“It’s a very big achievement,” 
Andreev said.
Opening the road, closed by 
Serb guns since July, was sup­
posed to be part of the four- 
month truce, but it was held up 
by bickering over who should be 
allowed to use the route. The 
Bosnian government wanted it 
open to everyone, while the 
Serbs sought to restrict it to 
U.N. and international aid 
groups.
Andreev said there was also 
some agreement on freedom of 
movement for civilians, but 
details were not yet clear.
A top American negotiator 
went to the Serb stronghold of 
Pale, just southeast of Sarajevo, 
to urge Bosnian Serb leader 
Radovan Karadzic to make good 
on promises to reopen the 
closed roads.
Charles Thomas, U.S. envoy 
to the five-nation group trying 
to mediate peace in Bosnia, 
urged Karadzic on Sunday to 
accept the group’s plan so that 
peace talks can resume, a U.S. 
official said.
Thomas reminded the Serbs 
that accepting the plan does not 
mean immediate withdrawal
from any of the  70 percent o f 
Bosnia  they hold, tfie o ff ic ia l 
said, speak ing  on cond it ion  o f 
ano n ym ity .
Thomas’ tnp underlined how 
badly the international com­
munity wants the Serbs and the 
.Muslim-led government to 
resume peace talks after nearly 
three years of war.
The so-called C on tact G roup, 
made up o f the U n ited  .States, 
Russia, B r i ta in ,  France and 
G erm any , o r ig in a l ly  said its 
peace p lan was a t . ike - i t -o r-  
leave- i t  deal. The p lan, accepted 
by the  Bosn ian gove rnm en t last 
J u ly ,  wou ld  give 51 percent of 
Bosnia to the gove rnm en t and 
its C roa t a ll ies, and 49 percent 
to the Serbs.
The .Serbs have repeatedly 
rejected the plan. Karadzic now 
says he will use the plan as a 
basis for talks. But the Bosnian 
government insists he accept its 
conditions, and is pressing for a 
deadline and sanctions.
F'lghting persisted Sunday in 
the northwest Bihac region, 
where rebel Muslims and 
Croatian Serbs who didn’t sign 
the truce continued to attack 
goveiTiment forces.
In northern Bosnia, a 
government blockade of some 
1,000 U.N. peacekeepers near 
Tuzla appeared to be ending 
Sunday.
The local government com­
mander ordered the 13-day 
blockade ended after Rose back­
ed down and ordered a Bosnian 
Serb liaison officer whose ar­
rival sparked the controversy to 
leave Tlizla.
The episode highlighted the 
delicacy of the U.N. mission in 
Bosnia, where 24,000 
peacekeepers often find little 
peace to keep.
Rose, who was criticized and 
ever, humiliated by both the 
Bosnian Serbs and the Bosnian 
government, nevertheless be­
came the first LLN. commander 
to complete a full year in the 
controversial post.
Rose was immensely popular 
in Sarajevo last February after 
he arranged the withdrawal of 
guns pounding the capital 
through a NATO ultimatum 
against the Serbs. But the 
failure of the United Nations 
and N.YTO to halt Serb advan­
ces on the Muslim enclaves of 
Gorazde and Bihac created deep 
bitterness.
Smith, his successor, com­
manded the British 1st Ar­
mored Division in the Gulf War.
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TUESDAY JANUARY 24, 1995 MUSTANG DAILYO.J. TV movie ‘cheesy psychdrama’ SIMPSONiNcw evidence emerges before trial
By Lynn Elber
A s s a u lte d  Piess
T Ô S  ANGELES 
Simpson Story” was held back by 
P’ox Broadcasting Co. until after 
the Simpson jury was se­
questered. Oh, those lucky 
jurors.
The TV movie, which airs Jan. 
31 and was made available to 
The Associated Press this 
weekend, manages to spin ex­
ploitation into tedium. After the 
911 tapes, the tabloid headlines, 
the bickering lawyers, this 
paper-thin drama offers little to 
excite or inform.
An unresolved murder case 
makes here for a cheesy 
psychodrama; the movie paints 
Simpson (Bobby Hosea) as a 
gifted, arrogant man who abused 
his good fortune and his wife, 
Nicole Brown Simpson (Jessica 
Tuck).
Did he commit murder? “Hey, 
you’re the jury,” the filmmakers 
seem to say, after resting a one­
sided case that lacks the ABCs,
let alone DNA, of evidence.
Since the two-hour film was 
whipped together quickly last 
August, and then delayed by F'ox 
because of criticism, the fast- 
moving case has passed it by. 
Much of it seems as dated as the 
‘70s disco garb worn in flashback 
scenes.
Based on public record, “The 
O.J. Simpson Story” begins the 
night that Simpson’s former wife 
Nicole and her friend Ronald 
Goldman are found slain outside 
her Brentwood condominium last 
June.
The slayings aren’t shown, 
and there is only a quick, dis­
creet view of bloodied bodies. 
Even the re-creations of violent 
arguments that forced Nicole 
Simpson to repeatedly call for 
police help are minimal.
The movie makes no con­
clusion about Simpson’s guilt or 
innocence, executive producer 
Robert Lovenheim said during 
filming. Both a good-hearted 
Simpson and a man of violent
temper are shown, he said.
“There’s a lot of documenta­
tion of what went on. and it’s not 
very pretty," Lovenheim said. 
“This is all in the record, the 
police reports.”
All in the record, and little 
fresh. From the opening scenes, 
as a confused Akita wanders the 
streets, the feeling of deja vu is 
unavoidable. We’ve read or seen 
this before.
In the flashbacks, the film 
traces Simpson’s brush with 
delinquency as a youth in Oak­
land and a fateful meeting with 
baseball great Willie Mays 
(Eugene Lee) that helped set him 
on the track to fame and fortune.
The football great’s first meet­
ing with Nicole Brown, set in a 
bar where she is waiting tables, 
is glimpsed.
“Any problem going out with a 
brother?” Simpson asks his fu­
ture wife.
“Yeah, I’m in the Ku Klux 
Klan,” she replies, the movie’s 
version of wit.
Media, gawkers throng court building for O.J. trial
By D eborah H astings
A s s a ia te d  Piess
LOS ANGELES — Gawkers, 
hawkers, street preachers, 
screaming transients and, of 
course, the media, swarmed 
outside the Criminal Courts 
Building today under driving 
rain to herald opening state­
ments in O.J. Simpson’s 
double-murder trial.
As Simpson’s attorneys ar­
rived, a papier-mache doll with 
knives sticking out of it was 
held aloft, an obvious effigy of 
Nicole Brown Simpson.
In what is dubbed “Trial of 
the Century,” lawyers were to 
begin opening statements 
today. Simpson is accused of 
stabbing to death his ex-wife 
and her friend, Ronald 
Goldman.
In what also could be dubbed 
the media circus of the century, 
hundreds of reporters can­
vassed the downtown city block 
housing the 18-story criminal 
courthouse. Rock radio stations 
broadcast live, adding to the 
hype, as news helicopters 
hovered and journalists inter­
viewed seemingly everyone, in­
cluding themselves.
“I especially like to watch 
the jurors,” author Dominick 
Dunne, covering the trial for 
Vanity Fair, explained to Fox 
station KTTV. I^ always pick 
out about four jurors who be­
come my favorites. I sort of try 
to anticipate what they are 
thinking and how they are 
reacting.”
KROQ deejay Gene “Bean” 
Baxter, aptly summed up the 
scene for listeners:
“Well it’s kinda like a circus 
atmosphere down here, we’re 
waiting for the elephants and 
we’re havin’ a good time!”
To an E! Entertainment 
Television interviewer crushed 
under an umbrella, Baxter 
screamed “I can’t hear you, 
there are too many helicopters 
, in the backCTouna.”
Hundreds of jurors, lawyers 
and others trying to conduct 
court business stood in a line 
that nearly wrapped the build­
ing, waiting to go through 
security checkpoints at the 
front door.
“This is the trial of the cen­
tury,” said Jamie DeMatoff, 
selling T-shirts with “O.J. 
Simpson Trial” emblazoned 
over the scales of justice. “I’m
just trying to make a buck off 
these 'T-shirts. I don’t care what 
people say, 111 sell ‘em 
anyway.”
But, like a flash flood, the 
pandemonium outside dis­
sipated after the court session 
began with arguments over 
what lawyers could tell the jury 
in opening statements. The air­
waves remained flooded, 
however.
“Good morning Susan. How 
are you this morning?” asked a 
cheery caller to radio station 
KAB(!;, broadcasting a talk 
show from the scene. “Ummm 
— down here at the circus, but 
otherwise I’m fine,” answerfed 
host Susan Estrich.
A half-dozen Los Angeles 'TV 
stations stayed with Simpson 
coverage, even when the judge 
called a lengthy break. And 
when the hearing resumed, the 
courtroom microphone 
remained off, frustrating on-air 
commentators.
The trial’s regular press 
corps numbers about 100 news 
agencies. More than 20 
television and radio crews oc­
cupy one 12th-floor courthouse 
media room.
From page 1
“No one — so far as is known 
— prior to, or at the time of, 
Fuhrman’s alleged find,” the 
defense wrote. “The glove got to 
this spot because someone car­
ried it there.”
The information was con­
tained in court papers in which 
the defense tried to persuade Su­
perior Court Judge Lance Ito to 
allow the defense to q^uestion 
Fuhrman about a woman's claim 
that he once used an ethnic slur 
aimed at blacks and expressed 
disgust with interracial couples.
The judge ruled Friday that 
the alleged slur would be allowed 
if the defense could show why it 
was relevant.
“(It) is extremely significant 
that Detective Fuhrman never 
filed a report of this important 
information from Ms. Lopez,” the 
defense wrote. “Surely, ne real­
ized that such evidence would 
tend to exclude Mr. Simpson as 
one who could have had time to 
leave his home, commit the mur­
ders, and return.”
Earlier, the judge set ground 
rules for opening statements and 
said prosecutors could show the 
jury goiy crime scene photos but 
not a video of testing for blood in 
Simpson’s bathroom.
Ito postponed until Feb. 1 a 
motion to quash a subnoena for 
Simpson’s nrst wife, M^arquerite 
Sir^son Thomas.
Tne housekeeping items were 
among Ito’s last decisions before 
attorneys present their cases in 
detail for the first time to jurors 
and a live television audience.
The opening statements drew 
a number of people to the 
courtroom, including many of the 
victims’ relatives andi Ito’s 
parents.
Making her first appearance 
at her son’s trial was Eunice 
Simpson. Also on hand were 
Simpson’s two older children, 
Jason and Arnelle, as well as 
Simpson’s sister, Shirley Baker 
and ner daughter.
During a break, Tanya and 
Dominique Brown walked over 
and hugged thè older Simpson 
children and spoke to his mother, 
seated in a wheelchair in the 
aisle.
Outside the courthouse, 
hundreds of photographers and 
reporters gathered in the rain 
hoping to catch a quick picture or 
a quote from the many defensei  
thislawyers who filed in  morn­
ing. Inside the courthouse, a 
press corps in the hundreds 
watched the proceedings over
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video monitors in an upstairs 
press room.
Opening statements are a cru­
cial time. Both sides will make 
promises and plant ideas, trying 
to make powerful first impres­
sions and earn trust.
“The presumption by most 
criminal lawyers is that jurors 
make up their minds after open­
ing statements, and the trial is 
there just to confirm or refute 
their original idea,” said Harland 
Braun, a longtime criminal 
defense attorney in Los Angeles,
A recent study by researchers 
at Col umbi a Uni vers i t y ’s 
Teachers College found that sub­
stantial numbers of jurors do, in 
fact, make up their minds when 
the preliminary story line rings 
true, often in opening state­
ments.
Prosecutors intend to portray 
Simpson as a man whose true 
self is nothing like the friendly 
screen image or the hero on the 
football field. Rather, prosecutors 
will allege, Simpson was a mean, 
abusive, violent husband who 
finally turned killer.
Prosecutors plan to contend 
that evidence such as blood, hair, 
clothing and fibers — some of it 
analyzed under the most sophis­
ticated scientific procedures 
around — all point to Simpson’s 
guilt.
"They (orosecutors) have a 
theory, but we have the 
facts. I don't think the jury 
is going to want to convict a 
man on some theory."
Johnnie Cochran, Jr.
Simpson Defense team  leader
Defense attorneys will press a 
case of reasonable doubt, sug­
gesting there are several possible 
scenarios for the murders, in­
cluding a drug hit, and that 
authorities in their zeal to nab a 
big-nam e suspect ignored 
evidence that could have pointed 
otherwise.
In a recent interview with The 
Associated Press, defense team 
leader Johnnie Cochran Jr. said 
he didn’t know if the iury will 
ever know who committed the 
murders, but “they will feel there 
are other people with a motive, 
some who may have been seen at 
the scene that night.”
The scientific evidence, the 
defense will contend, suffered 
from contamination by sloppy
and inexperienced police tec 
nicians, making the much-hyped 
DNA tests unreliable.
“They (prosecutors) have a 
theory, but we have the facts. I 
don’t think the jury is going to 
want to convict a man on some 
theory,” Cochran said.
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UC-Davis student accidentally shoots himself, fellow student
AssKioted Piess
DAVIS, Calif. — A Univer­
sity of California at Davis stu­
dent accidentally shot another 
student and himself while il­
legally converting a weapon 
from semiautomatic to 
automatic, authorities said 
Monday.
The bystander, Benjamin T. 
Harris, 23, of Oakland, suffered 
four bullet wounds to the chest. 
He was listed in critical but 
stable condition at UC Davis 
Medical Center in Sacramento.
Marc Coleman, 22, of Oak­
land, shot himself twice in the 
hand. He was in stable condi­
tion at Sutter Davis Hospital.
Police said they would 
charge Coleman with violating
federal and state firearms laws 
and accidental discharge of a 
gun.
The accident occurred Sun­
day night as Coleman was 
working on a MAC 12 semi­
automatic weapon in an apart­
ment near the campus, police 
said. Several other people were 
in the apartment at the time 
but were not hurt.
Coleman set off a burst of at 
least 10 shots when he installed 
a part to convert the weapon to 
automatic and shoved in a clip 
of ammunition, said inves­
tigators. The gun began firing 
without his finger on the trig­
ger, police said.
The part was faulty or im­
properly installed, according to 
authorities.
Man convicted of sodomizing, murdering girl
LOS ANGELES — A jury 
today recommended the death 
sentence for a man convicted of 
sodomizing and murdering a 
neighbor’s 8-year-old daughter.
Hooman Ashkan Panah, 23, of 
suburban Woodland Hills, bowed 
his head and kissed a copy of the 
Koran as the six-man, six- 
woman Superior Court jury 
delivered its recommendation.
His mother, who was in the 
courtroom, cried, said Sandi Gib­
bons, a spokeswoman for the Los 
Angeles County district attor­
ney’s office.
The panel had deliberated the 
sentence for more than a week.
Formal sentencing by Judge 
Sandy Kriegler is scheduled 
March 6.
The jury on Dec. 19 convicted
Panah of first-degree murder 
with special circumstances of 
sodomy and lewd acts upon a
The ju ry ... convicted 
Panah of the first-decree 
murder with spedal cir­
cumstances of sodomy and 
lewd acts upon a child. 
Jurors also convicted him 
of one count of sodomy 
and one count of oral 
copulation.
child. Jurors also convicted him 
of one count of sodomy and one 
count of oral copulation.
Nicole Parker was abducted 
Nov. 20, 1993, while playing 
softball in the courtyard of her 
father’s apartment complex. The 
child’s nude body was found 
stuffed in a suitcase a day later 
in Panah’s bedroom closet in the 
same complex.
A coroner’s report said the 
youngster had been choked, hit 
in the head and sexually as­
saulted.
After Nicole disappeared, 
family friends, including actor 
Beau Bridges, posted a $40,000 
reward and circulated 20,000 
fliers with her picture as police 
searched for her.
Panah, a department store 
clerk at the time of the abduc­
tion, cut his wrists and took 
sleeping pills in an apparent 
suicide attempt before his arrest.
Orange County continues probing siphoning of $85 million from investment fund
Associoled Piess
SANTA ANA, Calif. — Orange 
County’s top administrator could 
lose his job following a discovery 
that up to $85 million was 
divertea to mysterious accounts 
in the treasurer’s office, it was 
reported Monday.
Supervisors were to meet 
Monday behind closed doors to 
discuss whether to fire County 
Administrative Officer Ernie 
Schneider, the Los Angeles 
Times reported, citing an 
anonymous high-ranking county 
official.
Schneider isn’t suspected of 
concealing the funds.
“There^s no cloud as far as his 
involvement in the $85 million. 
We’re looking at where we’re
going with management from 
now on,” Supervisor Marian Ber- 
geson said Sunday.
However, the discovery “was 
the straw that broke the camel’s 
back,” an official told the 'Hmes.
Schneider has said he asked 
the Board of Supervisors two 
years ago to set up the Economic 
Uncertainty Fund — one of two 
accounts that auditors on Friday 
found contained interest that 
should have gone to participants 
in the county’s investment fund.
A records examination found 
that $82 million to $85 million in 
interest for fiscal years 1994 and 
1995 was stashed in the uncer­
tainty fund and an account 
known as 9 JJ, Board of Super­
visors Chairman Gaddi Vasquez 
announced Saturday.
“ It appears government  
records have been falsified” but it 
is unclear who did it, said Coun­
ty Counsel James Mercer.
Officials said someone created 
the account in July 1994.
Assistant 'Treasurer-Tax Col­
lector Matthew Raabe was 
laced on paid administrative 
eave after refusing to answer 
questions about the accounts, of- 
ncials said.
“Information continues to 
corfie in rapidly,” said Bergeson. 
“If there has been any wrongdo­
ing, those individuals should be 
suspended. I think it’s prema­
ture, though, to judge who is 
going to be involved in this.”
Schneider said Saturday that 
the man who “was responsible 
for keeping the accounts
straight” was former 'Treasurer 
Robert L. Citron.
Citron resigned last month 
after the county filed for federal 
bankruptcy protection in the 
wake ot a $1.69 billion loss to its 
investment fund.
Schneider said he was “as 
surprised as anyone else” by the 
news of the diverted interest.
His attorney, Jennifer L. 
Keller, said Sunday that her 
client was being unfairly blamed.
“I think it’s camouflage,” she 
said. “It is to make it appear as 
though responsibility has been 
assigned” to him to watch over 
the treasurer’s office.
The information on the 
diverted funds will be turned 
over to the Securities and Ex­
change Commission and the
Orange County district attorneys 
office, who already are probing 
the county’s $1.69 billion invest­
ment loss, Vasquez said.
The news jolted a county al­
ready reeling from its financial 
fall.
“It doesn’t please us at all to 
find another dimension to this 
crisis,” said attorney Bruce Ben­
nett, who also represents Orange 
County. “As of now, the records 
seem to show that the money 
was misallocated.”
County officials said it ap­
pears none of the diverted inter­
est was spent and records are ap­
parently accurate enough for 
pool participants to be credited 
with the correct interest.CLnSSIFIED
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PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176
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Math tutor PhD all 100-500 level 
courses 528-0625
AUTO ACCIDENT
Had anyone saw auto accident on 
Marsh St w/ Osos St occurred 
1/4/95 approx 11pm?
Please call (805) 546-0725
lafi
CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT (2)PHOENIX 
GOLDMS-275 $400EA(2)BOSTON ACOU­
STICS-PRO-SERIES 10.0 FOR $210, 
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DAY CAMPS serving San Fernando 
& Conejo Valleys, Simi, Malibu 
& Camarillo seek tun, caring 
counselors & spec. Instructors 
for nature, horseback riding, 
sports, swimming, gym, crafts, 
tishing^oating, song leading, 
ropes courses & more. Now 
interviewing (818) 865-6263
IMMEDIATE POSITION AVAILABLE FOR 
STUDENTS TO SERVE AS RESIDENT 
ASSTS AT STUDENT APT COMPLEX 
APPLICANTS NEED TO BE 
RESPONSIBLE,MATURE.AND ABLE 
TO WORK WITH PROFESSIONAL 
MANAGEMENT TEAM DUTIES WILL 
INCLUDE SECURITY PROPERTY. 
INSPECTIONS.LIGHT 
MAINTENANCE AND TENANT 
ASSISTANCE SALARY PLUS 
DISCOUNTED RENT.PLEASE SEND 
RESUME WITH ADDRESS AND PHONE 
TO RESIDENT ASSTS POSITION.
PO BOX 13359.SAN LUIS OBISPO.
CA 93449
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 
Design, develop. & document DOS 
/Windows device drivers, BIOS, 
routines & user Interlaces. Re­
quires experience of 80X86 as­
sembly language & MS-DOS. Exp 
with windows & C-f ♦ preferred.
B.S. in Computer Errgineering 
or Computer Science required.
Please send resume to Ziatech,
1050 Southwood, SLO. CA 93401
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VlOUiNCE: Speaker dispels variety of common myths about abusive relationships; crowd of about 40 attends
From page 1
“But the reality is that if it 
was that simple to identify them, 
we would all avoid them,” Fritz 
said.
Fritz added that abuse crosses 
all educational, racial and
socioeconomic boundaries and 
happens to all communities.
Citing statistics from the FBI 
and local agencies, Fritz said 
that “every 18 seconds a woman 
is beaten by her husband or 
partner.”
Domestic Violence Resource Numbers
SAN LUIS OBISPO:
• Women's Shelter Program —  544-3495
Crisis Line —  544-2321 
Call for support group information.SAN I^ A MARIA:
• Women's Shelter Program —  928-8701NORTH COUNTY:
• Women's Shelter Program —  461-1338CAL POLY:
• A new group for women in abusive relation­
ships begins Feb. 9 at 12 p.m. in the Health 
Center. For more information, call 549-8799
This violence usually begins 
during the first year of marriage 
and increases with time, she 
said. She noted the abuse also in­
volves college students.
According to Fritz, one out of 
five college relationships involve 
some form of battery.
“Those numbers are pretty 
shocking,” Fritz said. “At least 
they are to me.”
Abuse is not limited to male 
and female relationships where 
men are the abusers. However, 
Fritz said she chose to focus her 
discussion on male- female 
relationships because women 
batterers are not as common.
Using the aid of transparen­
cies and an overhead projector, 
Fritz described the three levels 
of abuse.
“There is physical, sexual and 
emotional abuse,” Fritz said. 
“People can live in abusive 
relationships and no punches 
ever need to be thrown.”
Fritz used a model called 
“Cycle of Violence” to show the 
audience that abuse does not 
happen “out of the blue.”
The first stage is called the 
“honeymoon” stage in which 
flowers are given and forgiveness 
takes place after an episode of 
abuse.
That stage is followed by the 
tension-building stage, also 
known as “walking on egg 
shells.” At this stage, the abused 
person feels that each action 
could be a wrong one.
Violence and outburst is the 
third stage in which emotional, 
physical or sexual abuse takes 
place, Fritz said.
Following the third stage, the 
s i tuat ion returns to the 
“honeymoon” stage and the cycle 
begins all over again.
"  People can live in abusive 
relationships and no punches 
ever need to be thrown."
Suzanne Fritz
Educational Training Specialist for 
Housing and Residential life
Fritz said this stage is charac­
terized by comments like, “We’ll 
go away for the weekend” or “I’ll 
stop drinking.”
Fritz characterized domestic 
violence as “playing poker with 
no rules.”
“You may have a straight 
flush but the dealer may 
say, ‘No, two cards are better 
than a straight flush,’ ” Fritz 
said. “The rules change all the 
time.”
Denial and forgetting are an 
important part of the abuse 
cycle. Fritz described denial as “a 
powerful tool used to deal with a 
crisis.”
Again Fritz asked for par­
ticipation, asking the audience 
for its input on why a person 
would stay in an abusive
relationship.
Audience members cited 
economic needs, fear of being 
alone, and love for the abuser as 
reasons why women would not 
leave an abusive relationship.
Fritz encouraged women to 
take action if they are in similar 
situations or if they know some­
one who is.
“'Try to break the cycle by 
being brutally honest,” Fritz ad­
vised. “Be gentle but consistent 
with your support.”
Soil science senior Carmelita 
Gutierrez said she was present 
at the event because she has a 
history of abuse in her family.
Gutierrez also is outreach 
coordinator for the Community 
Safety Awareness Progi am.
“I wanted to be more familiar 
with the situation,” Gutierrez 
said. “And to get ideas on how to 
prevent it.”
Gutierrez said that before the 
presentation she was going along 
with the stereotypes.
“This has opened my mind to 
new ideas,” she said.
Psychology senior Brian 
Nosek said he was present be­
cause of general interest and be­
cause he is minoring in women’s 
studies.
Nosek commented on the lack 
of male presence at the presenta­
tion.
“In a setting like this one, 
men are the exception to the 
rule,” Nosek said. “It’s under­
standable but it’s unfortunate.”
CLINTON: President may propose raising minimum wage to $5 an hour in today’s State of the Union address
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wage and an additional 25 cents 
later, raising the rate to $5 an 
hour. Other official had said any 
raise likely would be phased in 
over three years.
Proposing an increased rate 
would play well with liberals 
within Clinton’s party and draw 
resistance from Republicans, 
who fear it would make it harder 
for teen-agers to find entry-level 
work.
It is unclear whether Clinton 
would unveil a minimum wage 
increase in 'Tuesday’s speech, 
and risk stealing attention from 
what aides hope will be a 
thematic address that promises 
bold leadership to improve jobs, 
shrink bureaucracy and restore 
Americans’ faith in their govern­
ment.
The political landscape has 
shifted drastically since this time
a year ago, when Clinton waved 
a pen before a Democratic-con- 
trolled Congress and brashly 
vowed to veto any health care 
bill not to his liking. Now, 
Republicans are in charge — and 
Clinton hopes to seize the mo­
ment and get his presidency on 
track for his 1996 re-election 
campaign.
“The president is really going 
to target a vision for this country 
about where we need to go in 
these next two years, and where 
we really need to go into the next 
century,” White House Chief of 
Staff Leon Panetta said on ABC’s 
“ This  Week Wi t h Davi d 
Brinkley* on Sunday.
The address, scheduled for 9 
p.m. EST 'Tuesday, comes after 
weeks of soul-searching by Clin­
ton, who sought guidance from a 
wide range of people — including
governors ,  deans,  ret i red 
generals and admirals, old 
friends, religious leaders and
new-age motivational coaches.
What resulted are plans for a 
speech that returns to three 
broad themes that surfaced first 
in his campaign but got lost in 
two years’ of chaos, controversy 
and the president’s own lack of 
focus:
• A “New Economy,” bolstered 
by lower interest rates, 5.5 mil­
lion new jobs and a deficit-reduc­
tion plan Clinton says took 
$11,000 in debt off every 
American family.
• A “New Government,” 
evidenced by 100,000 fewer 
government employees and Vice 
President A1 Gore’s ongoing 
plans to eliminate or restructure 
scores of federal programs.
• A “New Covenant,” the 1992
campaign slogan that promises a 
commitment between a caring 
government and its responsible 
citizenry.
In Los Angeles last week, 
Clinton said government should 
not handle problems that people 
can solve “inside their own heart. 
But the role of government 
should not be heartless, either.”
Clinton plans to say his “Mid­
dle Class Bill of Rights” ex­
emplifies all three themes. 'The 
proposal, announced in Decem- 
l3er, would give tax breaks to 
families with children, parents 
paying college tuition and people 
saving for retirement.
It also would overhaul the 
federal job training program, 
giving money directly to un­
employed and low-income people 
to use at the job centers of their 
choice.
Haley Barbour, chairman of
the Republican National Com­
mittee, said on NBC's “Meet the 
Press” on Sunday that the ad­
dress will not help the president, 
because voters already believe 
“that Bill Clinton was not a new 
Democrat but, in fact, a big 
government liberal.”
In a series of speeches leading 
up to the address, Clinton sig­
nalled that he will reach out to 
Republicans in 'Tuesday’s speech. 
He told Democrats on Saturday 
that they must be “big enough” 
to cooperate with Republicans 
whenever possible.
Tax cuts, a line-item veto, 
reduced government, immigra­
tion control and even drastically 
moderated health care reform 
can be produced by Democrats 
and Republicans — showing 
Americans that Washington can 
work for them, Clinton said.
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